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PREFACE 

In recent years there has been an increasing interest in optically excited thermal 

processes, known as photothermal effects, which use lasers as optical heat sources. 

The photothermal effect in a material is a consequence of the deposition of heat in 

the sample following absorption of a light beam and subsequent thermal 

deexcitaions, or other nonthermal deexcitation processes, which result in the indirect 

heating of the sample. If the excitation is modulated, the corresponding temperature 

variations developed in the sample gives rise to a variety of different effects and 

\ 

most directly, to periodic temperature variations of the sample, which constitute the 

basis for a distinct experimental technique, known as photopyroelectric (PPE) effect. 

The PPE technique involves measurement of the temperature variations in 

the sample due to absorption of radiation, by placing a pyroclectric detector in 

thermal contact with the sample. The PPE technique is the only technique based on 

the direct detection of photothermal heating, and therefore has a number of 

advantages over other detection schemes involving secondary mechanisms (like 

photoacoustic technique). A PPE experiment is rather simple to design and the 

materials that can be investigated range from \veakly absorbing solids like thin films 

or liquids, to strongly absorbing solids and liquids or highly diffusing materials. 

Even though much progress has been made on both theoretical and 

experimental fronts, enough efforts have not been made to exploit the advantages of 

the photopyroelectric technique in the measurement of thermal parameters, like 

thermal diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat 

capacity (cp ) of solid samples. The technique is particularly useful to study thermal 



properties of samples undergoing transitions such as ferroclectric phase transitions. 

metal-insulator transitions etc. In this thesis we present the results of our systematic 

investigation of the variations in the thermal parameters across phase transitions in 

selected systems employing photopyroclectric technique. 

Para-ferroelectric phase transitions are always associated with atomic 

rearrangements or structural changes. The change of structure during a phase 

transition can occur in two distinct ways. Firstly, there are transitions where the 

atoms of a solid reconstruct a new lattice as in the case of an amorphous solid 

changing to a crystalline state. Secondly, there are transitions where a regular lattice 

is distorted slightly without disrupting the linkage of the network. This can occur as 

a result of small displacements in the lattice position of single atoms or groups. or 

the ordering of molecules among various equivalent positions. Most of the 

ferroelectric phase transitions belong to the second group. 

Since all the phase transitions involve configurational changes, one can 

identify a physical quantity that is characteristic of the new ordered configuration. 

Such a concept of order parameter was introduced by Landau. In a ferroelcctrc 

transition the order parameter is the spontaneous polarization and he expanded the 

Gibbs free energy in powers of the order parameter in the vicinity of a transition 

where the value of order parameter is very small. Accordingly, a transition is said to 

be of the same order as the derivative of the Gibb's function, which shows a 

discontinuous change at the transition. If there is a discontinuity in quantities sllch as 

volume and entropy, which are first order derivatives of Gibb's function. the 

transition is said to be of first order. If specific heat. compressibility, thermal 

expansion etc. are quantities undergoing discontinuity. which arc second order 
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derivatives of Gibb's free energy function. the transition is said to be second order. 

Our aim has been to study the variations of heat capacity and thermal conductivity 

of selected ferroelcctrics and analyze the nature of phase transitions associated with 

it. 

Mixed valence perovskites. with the general formula R1.\ArMnOJ with (R = 

La. Nd or Pr and A = Ba. Ca. Sr or Pb) have been the materials of intense 

experimental and theoretical studies over the past few years. These materials show 

colossal magneto resistance (CMR) in samples with 0.2 < x < 0.5. In such a doping 

region. resistivity exhibits a peak at temperature T = Tp. the metal-insulator transition 

temperature. The system exhibits metallic characteristics with dp / dT > 0 below 7~} 

(where p is the resistivity of the sample) and insulating characteristics with dp; £IT < 

o above rp. Despite intensive investigations of the CMR phenomena and associated 

electrical properties. not much work has been done on the variation of thermal 

parameters of these samples. 

In this thesis. we have taken up work on photopyroelectric investigation of 

thermal parameters of ferroelectric crystals such as Glycine phosphite 

(NHJCH2COOH]PO), Triglycine sulfate and Thiourea, and mixed valence 

perovskite samples such as Lead doped Lanthanum Manganate (Lal.xPbrMnOJ). 

Calcium doped Lanthanum Manganate (Lal.xCarMnOJ) and Nickel doped 

Lanthanum Stroncium Cobaltate (Lao5Sro5Nil.\CorOJ). 

The thesis is organized into eight chapters as outlined in the following 

paragraphs. To place the work in a better perspective, a detailed review of the 

photopyroelectric technique and its theory are presented in the first section of the 

introductory chapter. In the follo\ving section, Landau theory of ferroelectric phase 
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derivatives of Gibb's free energy function. the transition is said to be second order. 

Our aim has been to study the variations of heat capacity and thermal conductivity 

of selected ferroelectrics and analyze the nature of phase transitions associated ""ith 

it. 

Mixed valence perovskites. with the general formula RI_rA,Mn03 with (R = 

La. Nd or Pr and A = Ba. Ca. Sr or Pb) have been the materials of intense 

experimental and theoretical studies over the past few years. These materials show 

colossal magneto resistance (CMR) in samples with 0.2 < x < 0.5. In such a doping 

region, resistivity exhibits a peak at temperature T = Tp. the metal-insulator transition 

temperature. The system exhibits metallic characteristics with tip / tiT > 0 below 7~) 

(where p is the resistivity of the sample) and insulating characteristics with dp / £IT < 

o above Tp. Despite intensive investigations of the CMR phenomena and associated 

electrical properties. not much work has been done on the variation of thermal 

parameters of these samples. 

In this thesis, we have taken up work on photopyroelectric investigation of 

thermal parameters of ferroelectric crystals such as Glycine phosphite 

(NH3CH2COOH3P03), Triglycine sulfate and Thiourea, and mixed valence 

perovskite samples such as Lead doped Lanthanum Manganate (Lal_,Pb,Mn03). 

Calcium doped Lanthanum Manganate (Lal'rCa,Mn03) and Nickel doped 

Lanthanum Stroncium Cobaltate (La(J5Sro5Nil-rCor03). 

The thesis is organized into eight chapters as outlined in the following 

paragraphs. To place the work in a better perspective, a detailed review of the 

photopyroelectric technique and its theory are presented in the first section of the 

introductory chapter. In the following section. Landau theory of ferroelcctric phase 
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transitions and a detailed revIew on the thermal conductivity and heat capacity 

measurements in these types of samples is given. In the last section of chapter I, an 

elaborate introduction to materials exhibiting metal-insulator transition and varioLls 

models employed to explain the phenomena are given. 

In the second chapter we present an improved photopyroeIcctric technique. 

which we have developed, for the simultaneous determination of thermal parameters 

using a pyroelectric transducer kept in contact with a thermally thick backing 

medium. The principle of the technique. calibration of the experimental set up and 

measurement technique are described in detail in this chapter. In order to see how 

well the technique enables one to measure the above thermal parameters during 

phase transitions, we have carried out investigations on Triglycine sui fate erGS). 

which undergoes a para-ferroeIctric phase transition at 49.4 0 C. The PPE technique 

enables one to measure the anisotropy in thermal conductivity in crystalline samples. 

The results of these measurements on TGS are presented and discussed in the last 

section of chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 highlights the studies carried out on ferroelectric glycine phosphite 

(GPI) single crystals. The crystal has a monoclinic structure and is reported to have a 

para-ferroelectric phase transition at 224 K. Details of crystal grov.1h, identification 

of crystal morphology, sample preparation and measurement of all the four thermal 

parameters (thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity, heat capacity and thermal 

conductivity) of GPI are outlined in this chapter. The measurements have been 

carried down to a temperature of 100 K. The variations of thermal conductivity 

along the three principal axes are interpreted in terms of phonon contribution. The 
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anisotropy in thermal conduction are explained in terms of the ordering of protons in 

the strong hydrogen bonds present in this sample. 

A detailed photopyroelectric investigation of the thermal conductivity 

anisotropy along the three principal directions in single crystals of thiourea and its 

variation with temperature are presented in Chapter 4 of the thesis. Thiourea is 

known to exist in five different phases between room temperature and 77 K. At 

room temperature thiourea crystallizes in to a centrosymmetric orthorhombic 

structure. At TI = 202 K. there is a transition to an incommensurate phase and at 1'2 

= 169 K it transforms to an orthorhombic structure which is ferroelectric. Details of 

crystal growth. identification of the morphology of the grown crystal and 

preparation of the specimen for the measurements are described in detail. The 

variations of thennal parameters along the three principal directions are mcasurcd 

and the results are discussed in this chapter. 

Chapter 5 is a treatise on the thermal characterization of mixed valence 

perovskite samples - Lao7C~uMnOJ and LaogCao2MnOJ - using PPE technique. 

The system is known to exhibit metal- insulator transition in the temperature range 

220 -240 K. Electrical resistivity and thermoelectric power undergo anomalous 

variations in this temperature range. It is seen that the thermal conductivity 

undergoes anomalous variations in the same temperature range. Details of sample 

preparation, experimental method and results obtained are described in this chapter. 

The anomaly observed in thermal conductivity and heat capacities for these two 

samples are explained in terms of the Anderson Localization applicable to slIch 

systems. 
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A systematic study of the thermal properties of three samples of Lead doped 

Lanthanum Manganese (LaMn03). namely Lan 5PbosMnO}. Lao sPbo sMno X5CrO 1,0, 

and Laos5Pbol5MnO} + 2.5 wt. % of Ag. are carried out using the photopyrockctric 

technique. This constitutes Chapter 6 of the thesis. Details of sample prcparation and 

the results of the measurement are given. A discussion of the results is givcn towards 

the end of the chapter. 

Chapter 7 reports our investigations on thermal properties of LaOSSr05Col.\ 

Ni,03 across M-I transition employing photopyroelectric technique. More recently 

Lao5Sro5CoOJ (LSCO) perovskite is reported to be a suitable material for many 

applications, and investigations of its thermal parameters arc interesting from this 

point of view. It is seen that the system is metallic throughout the temperature range 

and no temperature dependent M-I transition is observed. The results arc explained 

in terms of existing models and presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 8 is the concluding chapter of the thesis. This chapter discusses the 

general aspects of the results obtained on the above five samples. It also reviews the 

scope for future studies on thermal properties of samples. which undergo 

ferroelectric or M-I transition. Scope for doing further work using photopyroc!cctric 

eITect is also outlined in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

This chapter embodies a general introduction to the experimental technique used in 

the work presented in this thesis and the materials under investigation. Part A of this 

chapter outlines the principles of photopyroelectric technique, theory of the signal 

generation from solids and applications of the technique to different solids. Part B of 

this chapter describes the features and theory of ferroelectric phase transitions with a 

special reference to the variation of thermal parameters during a ferroelectric phase 

transition. Part C gives an overall review on the metal-insulator transition in solids. 

with focus being mainly on the mixed valence perovskite systems. The varioLls 

theoretical models, to explain the metal-insulator transition and the magnetic and 

transport properties of mixed valence perovskites are reviewed. 

Part A: The Photopyroelectric effect 

and its applications 

1.1 Introduction 

In recent years there has been a surge of interest in investigations of materials -

solids and liquids, using photothermal diagnostic techniques, which use lasers as 

precisely controlled optical heat sources. The development of lasers as convenient 

and powerful sources of localized energy has contributed greatly to the success of 



photothermal techniques over the conventional methods. The photothermal effects 

are generated by the deposition of energetic beams via direct heating provided by 

thermal deexcitations or by other non-thermal deexcitation processes like 

photoelectric, photochemical, luminescence and energy transfer processes, which 

result in indirect heating of the sample. If the excitation is modulated, the 

corresponding time and space dependent temperature variations developed in the 

sample gives rise to a variety of effects and most directly to temperature increase of 

the sample, which constitutes the basis of a distinct experimental technique. known 

as photopyroelectric (PPE) effect. 

The pyroelectric effect consists In the induction of spontaneous, rapid 

polarization in a non-centrosymmetric, piezoelectric crystal as a result of 

temperature changes in the crystal. The measurements of the pyroelectric effect first 

appeared shortly before World War I [1-3]. The use ofpyroelectric detectors for the 

detection of infrared radiation was suggested early by Yeou [4) and Chynoweth [5]; 

however the practical pyroelectric detectors have been developed only over the last 

two decades [6, 7]. Historically, the search for pyroelectric materials has been 

focused on their infrared radiation detectivity [8, 9] and their efficient high 

frequency responsivity [7, 10]. It is surprising that the sensitivity and the unique 

intrinsic capability of thermal sensors based on the pyroelectric effect to respond 

very rapidly to thermal excitations have not been exploited with photothermal 

phenomena until recently. 

The impetus for an exploitation of the capabilities of the pyroelectric 

detection technique has come from the need for a spectroseopic technique that 

would provide reliable information about samples. which arc difficult to examine by 
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conventional optical transmission or reflectance spectroscopy in the UV -Visible and 

near IR regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The combined use of the quick 

response to radiation and temperature measurement capabilities of a pyroelectric 

detector led to the development of a new spectroscopic technique for solids, 

designated as photopyroelectric spectroscopy in 1984 [11-13]. 

The PPE technique consists of the measurement of the temperature increase 

of a sample due to the absorption of radiation, by placing a pyroelectric transducer in 

thermal contact with the sample. Both in PPE experiments and pyroelectric 

radiometry, . one needs essentially a radiation source and a sensor composed of a 

pyroelectric element and an absorber. The PPE technique is the only photothermal 

technique based on the direct detection of photothermal heating (the temperature 

change) and therefore it has a number of advantages over other detection schemes 

involving secondary mechanisms [14, 15]. In all other techniques, each conversion 

step in the signal-generation chain degrades the overall signal-to-noise ratio, 

sensitivity and bandwidth performance and complicates the theoretical interpretation 

of the results. A PPE experiment is rather simple to design and the specimen needs 

no preparation, the material that can be investigated range from weakly absorbing 

solids like thin films [11, 16-18] or liquids [19], semiconductors [20], surfaces and 

absorbates [14, 17,21,22] to strongly absorbing solids [13] and liquids [23,24] or 

diffusing materials [12]. The obtained spectra are comparable to those obtained 

using pure optical methods if the nonradiative quantum efficiency reaches unity or 

wavelength independent. By comparing two such spectra, intermolecular energy 

transfer processes and non-radiative quantum efficiencies can be studied [14, 16, 25, 

26]. Due to the fact that the PPE signal depends on the optical properties and also on 
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the thennal properties of the sample, non-spectroscopic problems such as thermal 

microscopy [27, 28], depth profiling [16, 29], investigation of multilayered 

structures [30, 31], thermal diffusivity measurements [32-39] and measurement of 

temperature dependence of specific heat [40] can be investigated very effectively. 

Several approaches are possible in which the excitation and detection is harmonic. 

pulsed and modulated in a wide bandwidth [41], each having specific advantages 

and drawbacks. 

1.2 Theory of photopyroelectric effect in solids 

The first successful attempt to derive a general expression for the photopyroelectric 

sip! voltage developed in the pyroelectric detector, in intimate contact with a 

sample was made by Andreas Mandelis and Martin Zver in 1985 [42]. They put 

forward a one-dimensional photopyroelectric model of a solid sample in contact 

with a pyroelectric thin film, supported on a backing material. The emphasis is 

placed on the conditions and / or restrictions imposed on the values of the system 

parameters so that the technique can produce signals linear with the optical 

absorption coefficient of the material under investigation. The limits of validity of 

photopyrolectric spectroscopy as a spectroscopic technique are also identified 

herewith. 

A one-dimensional geometry of a photopyroelectric system, as suggested by 

Mandelis and Zver is shown in Fig. 1.1 (a). They considered a solid sample of 

thickness Ls. irradiated by a monochromatic light of wavelength A, whose intensity 

is modulated at an angular frequency Wo by a chopper. The sample has optical 

absorption coefficient fJs(,1) and is in intimate contact with a pyroelectric detector of 
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thickness Lp. The optical absorption coefficient and pyroelectric coefficient of the 

detector are Pp(A) and p respectively. The detector is supported on a backing 

material of thickness Lh, large compared to Ls or Lp. The incident light is assumed to 

illuminate the sample surface uniformly. Light absorption by the sample surface and 

non-radiative energy conversion to heat causes the temperature increase of the 

pYI:oelectric thin film. This temperature increase results in a potential difference 

between the upper and lower surfaces of the pyroelectric detector. This voltage 

V[t»00 P.lAJ] causes an electrical signal, which is measured in the external circuit. 

through the connections to the pyroelectric detector as in Fig. 1.1 (b). 

The charge accumulated in the pyroelectric, due to a change LJT 111 

temperature is given by 

Q= pt1T (1.1 ) 

For a pyroelectric film of thickness Lp, the average charge induced due to the 

pyToelectric effect is 

The average pyroelectric voltage is then given by 

v = (Q) 
C 

where C is the capacitance per unit area of the thin film. 
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(1.2) 

(1.3 ) 



Light) 

s p b 

Fig. 1.1(a): One-dimensional geometry of the photopyroelectric set up. g, S, P and h 

stand for the gas medium in front of the sample, sample, pyroelectric detector and 

backing respectively 

(P) 
OJunic contact ~ ...... 

Backin; Sample All-

Incident 
L~ht )."W 

(b) \" (s) I$,().,) (g) 
~----~~--~OA--+-~~) .r-u~--~~----~o------~~------x-~-

vrt.J.,~(A) 

Pyroelectric 
~().) 

Fig. l.l(b): Electrical equivalent circuit of the photopyroelectric set up 
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For two parallel charged plates of thickness Lp and dielectric constant K, Eq. (1.3) 

becomes 

v (wJ = [PL" B" ({i)J] exp(iw" I ) 
Kc" 

(1.4 ) 

where BI'(wJ= ~ ITI'(w",x)dx 
L" 

( 1.5) 

Here, eo is the permittivity constant of vacuum (8.854 x 10- 12 C/Vm), 

T, (aJo ,x) is the temperature field in the pyroelectric detector as a result of heat 

conduction processes through the solid. For the geometry shown in Fig. 1.1 (b), 

T,(m,.x) can be found from the solution of one-dimensional thermal transport 

. ...-00-. Assuming that there is negligible optical reflection and radiative heat 
Sot: , 
transfer coefficients on the sample surface and pyroelectric-sample interface [9], the 

appropriate heat diffusion equations have the form 

x ~o ( 1.6a) 

-L,~x~ 0 (1.6b) 

( 1.6d) 

The subscript j refer to the respective media j = s. p. b or g as in Fig. 1.1 (a). The 

various terms in the above equations are defined as follows 
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10 = Intensity of light source 

kj = Thermal conductivity of the respective media} (= s, p,g or h) 

f2J = Thermal diffusivity of} 

1'/$, 1'/P = Non radiative conversion efficiencies for the absorbing solid and 

pyroelectric. 

The boundary conditions of temperature and heat flux continuity at all interfaccs arc 

given by 

7; (a>o • boundary) = Tj (wo, boundary) (1. 7a) 

o 8 A, -7; (mo• boundary) =k
J 
-f; (mo, boundary) ox 8x 

(I. 7b) 

::,;·r 

·10 1he complex solutions to equations (1.6) are 

(1.8a) 

r.(IlI.,X) = (2/i:~p}Xp(P,x) + C,exp ("" x) + Cpp(- "',xl (1.8b) 

and aj is the thermal diffusion coefficient of the respective media. 

(1.8c) 

(1.8d) 

( 1.9) 

The quantity of interest is the function for the temperature variations in the 

pyroelectric Tp(OJo, x). The coefficients in Eq. (l.8e) ean be detcrmined using the 
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boundary conditions (1.7a) and (1.7b). So after a considerable amount of algebraic 

manipulation, the general expression for Bp (0)0) is obtained as 

0, ( .. ,) = L:: .. } ( k, (:? ~ un) r{[exp(u, L,,)-I ](b." + 1)- [I - exp(-u" L,,)]( h., - I) I 

x (2(b'I:y., + I) - [(I'., + I)(b'l: + 1 )exp(a, LJ + (y, - 1)(b'l: - 1 )exp (-,8, LJ] 

.,,!.~ ..... 

[1- exp(-O'pLp)](bhP -1)J(bp.,rp + 1)+ r[exp(a"L,,)-I](b,,, + 1)+ 

[1- exp(-O'pLp)](bp.r -1)J(bh,; - r ")exp(-fJ,,Lp)J - r;1 {(bh" + 1)(b", + I) 

exp(O' .• L..) + {( ([exp(O'pL,,) - 1 ](bhp + 1) - [1 - exp( -a" L,,) ](bhl' - 1 )} 

(b,....rp -1)+ ([exp(O'pLp)-I](b", -1)+ [1- exp(-a"LJ](h,,, + I)} 

(bhP - r p)exp(-/3pL,,)J - r;1 {(bhP + 1 )(b", - 1 )exp(a" L,,) 

+ (bhP - 1)(b".I + 1 )exp( -a"L,,) }[1 - exp( -,8" Lp )]x (b'l: - 1 )exp( -a, LJ ) } 

+r(b"1I + 1)[(bh" + 1)(b", + l)exp(cr"Lp) + (bh" -1)(b", -1)exp(-a"L,,)] 

exp(cr,Ls) + (b,/: - 1){ (bhP + 1)(b", - 1 )exp(cr I' L,,) + (bh" - 1 )(h", + 1) 

exp(-a"L,,)} exp(-cr.,L,)) (1.10) 

Further, substitution of Eq. (1.10) into Eq. (1.4) gives the expression for the complex 

pyroelectric voltage as a function of modulation frequency of light and optical, 

thermal and geometric parameters of the sample/pyroelectric system. 
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Special cases 

Equation (1.10) demonstrates explicitly that the thickness averaged 

phdtopyroelectric signal is a function of both the optical and thermal parameters of 

the' sample under investigation. The complicated dependence of the signal on the 

sample parameters makes it difficult to give a physical interpretation to the general 

case. Therefore several special cases are considered according to the optical opacity 

and transparency of the sample. The classification scheme used here is adopted from 

Rosencwaig and Gersho [43]. All cases considered here have been classified 
\ ,,' 

... '. 

ICCOI'dins to the relative magnitudes of three characteristic lengths in the solid and 

fa 'I"' 
.• ~cnamely 

H. Optical absorption depth Jlp or Jl p p defined as 

(1.11) 

Hi. Thermal diffusion length Jls or Jlp defined as 

(
2a )'/2 

J.1j= a;' = _1 

Wo 
(l.12) 

For the special cases of the photopyroelectric signal discussed below, the 

time dependent factor exp (iwo!) in Eq. (lA) has been omitted, as it does not affect 

the amplitude or the phase lag of the complex envelope of the signal. 

A. Optically opaque and thermally thick pyroelectric 

This case occurs experimentally at high chopping frequencies OJo or for thick 

detectors. 

For this limit JlPr «Lp, Jlp < Lp and JiPr < Jlp' So in Eq. (1.10), we set 
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Then 

v(.,o.p.) ~ ( ~;Jr ( t, (/~~ }T p )r 2{b" Y. + 1)-[ (y, + 1 )(b., + 1 )exl'( 0". L.l 

( ) ('7peXP(-/3,LJ) +(r.,-lhb,g-l exp(-a, L,) ] exp(-/3,L,)} + 
kp /31' aI' 

{(b.,g + 1 )(bp., y p + l)exp(a.,L,) + (bw -1 )(bp,y p -1 )exp(-a, L,)} ] 

+ [(b.,g + 1) (bp., + 1) exp(a., L,)+ (b,g -1 )(bp• -1 )exp( - a., L,) J (1.13) 

, 
1..1: Optically opaque sample (/Jp, «Ls) 

lnEq (; ; 
Eq. (1.13). we set exp (-P, LJ =0 

p 
A.l(a):Thennally thin sample (p,» Ls, f.{» /Jp, ) 

. .• (:f') l ., 

In Eq. (1.13). set exp(± a., L..} ~ 1 and I 1., I > > I 

where A = plo 
2kco 

(1.14) 

(1.15) 

Eq. (1.14) shows that the photopyroelectric signal voltage is independent of 

Ps. This behaviour is tenned as photopyroelectric saturation. The signal depends on 

the thermal properties of both the gas and the pyroelectric and it varies with the 

chopping frequency as (tJ1~J and its phase lags by 90° to that of the reference signal. 

Case A.I (b): Thermally thick sample (p, «Ls, fJ... > ).lp, ) 

In Eq. (1.13) we set exp(-a,LJ == 0 and 11., I > 1 

Assuming that 11., I > bgs , Eq. (1.13) reduces to 
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V(WO)=A( (",a,,) Jexp[-(~)lnL,]exp[-i(re +(~)lnJ] (I 
k" 1 + b,g /Vo 2a, 2 2a, 

In this limit the photopyroelectric signal, initially saturated with re~ 

the thermal properties of the contact gas, have now been replaced with those 

solid. Eq. (1.16) indicates that in this limit the photopyroelectric signal can be 

in principle to determine its thermal diffusivity as if the thickness Ls is knov 

vice versa. 

Case A.l(c): Thermally thick sample (Ji, «Ls, Ji, < Jip, ) 

In Eq. (1.13), set exp( -O",L,) = 0 and I y" < 1 

Here two possibilities can occur 

(i) 11, I < bsg < 1, then 

( 
b r;::- J [ In] {[ I/~ ] } _ '1"ga'va" /Vo . /Vo re V(WI/,pJ - AP, ( ) 3 2 exp -(-) L, exp -/ (-) L, -X 

k" 1 +b,,, Wo 2a, 2a, 

( 1.17) 

This is called thermal transmission spectroscopy. As long as Ji, < I-'p,' the 

exponential tail of the heat wave generated within J1., m the sample is 

communicated to the pyroelectric transducer, thus producing a signal linear in j}, and 

of small magnitude. Therefore, the technique can be used in this limit as a 

spectroscopy, yielding signal information similar to the absorption spectra. 

The other possibility considered is 

(ii) bsg < ,y" < 1 

So Eq. (1.13) becomes 
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V(mo,p,) = AP1
( rapaj 2)exp[_(~]J/2 L,]eXP[-i (~. ]J/2 L,] (1.18)

kp I+b,p mo 2a, 2a,

Eq. (1.18) predicts a spectral nonlinearity. i.e., V(m",p,) o: p;. This

dependence will distort the spectralinformation from the sample. Therefore it is

regarded as undesirable.

A. 2: Optically transparent sample (flp, > Ls)

In this limit, exp (-Ps Ls) =I - Ps L,

Case A. 2(a): Thermally thin sample (fls »L" fls > flp,)

In Eq. (1.13), we set exp(±O',L,);= I and Ir, I > I

So Eq. (1.13) becomes

V( a.)_A(1]p+k-1]Jp,L,) (_'ff/)mo,p, - ( ) exp '/2kp I + b"" mo
(1.19)

The photopyroelectric voltage is proportional to Ps L" provided that 'is ;r 1]1"

In the experimentally common case, where n, - 1]1' - 1and bgp < 1, the signal carries

neither optical nor thermal information about the samples and it is entirely generated

by the light absorption in the pyroelectric.

Case A. 2(b): Thermally thin sample (u,» Ls , fls < flp.)

In Eq. (1.13), setexp(± O',L,) ;= I ± O',L, and I r. i < I

Further, if we assume that

(i) Ir, I » IaL, I i.e., 11; > flpLs

So Eq. (1.13) reduces to
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( 1.20)

This case is similar to A. 2(a), in that for 'I, - '1P - 1, no optical or thermal

information about the sample is obtained.

Now, if we assume that

(ii) Ir. I «I aL; I, then

(1.21)

Here, if 'I, - '1P - 1, the photopyroelectric output will be proportional to

[1 - ((3, L/] with a UJ,/ frequency dependence. This limit is nonlinear in (3, and the

spectral information from the system will be similar to distorted transmission

spectra.

Case A. 2 (c): Thermally thick sample (jJ, < L" j.1, < j.1p, )

The approximations in Eq. (1.13) are expl.- a, L,) =: 0 and Ir, I « I. The

photopyroelectric output is

V(UJo,(3,) = A(I- (3,Li ('1P) JexP(-i~)l kp I + b,p UJo
(1.22)

In this limit, the technique is equivalent to optical transmission spectroscopy.

This is of great experimental interest, because the photopyroelectric signal is

proportional to [I - (3,L,]. Therefore the technique can yield information similar to

the transmission spectrum.
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Cases A. 1 (c, i) and A. 2 (c) are the only spectroscopically important cases

which give direct information about the optical absorption coefficient of the sample

material as a result of thermal and optical transmission respectively.

B. Optically opaque and thermally thin pyroelectric

This case is likely to occur at low chopping frequencies Wo and / or very thin

pyroelectric films. Under this condition, f.lp, »i- L; and f.lp» f.lp,

get the expression as

V(wo,fJJ= A[(k,~l::;)){2(b,gr, + 1)- [(y, + I)(b,g + 1)exp(O",L,)

+ (r, -I)(bog -I)exp(-O",L,) }exp(-fJ,L,)} + (lJpexP(-fJ,L,)J
kpfJl'O"I'

{(b,g + 1)[(bp,rI' + 1)0"I'Ll' - r~' \(b" + I) + (bp, + bhP )O"pLel] expi;0", L,)

(bog - I )[(bp'yI' - 1)0"I'Ll' - r~' \(b" -I) + (bp, - bhP) 0"1' LJexp(-0", L,)}]

-i- {(b,g + I)[(b" + 1)+ (bp, + bhp)O"pLp]exp(O",L,)+ (b,g -I)[(bh, -I)

+ (bp, - bhp)O"pLp}exp(-O",L,) (1.23)

There are six spectral limits ofEq. (1.23) involving relationships between p,.

f.lp, and L" identical to cases A.I and A.2. For each limit, in the case of a thermally

thin pyroelectric transducer, the simplified expression for V(wo fJJ, which results

from Eq. (1.23) is similar to the respective expression in the case of the thermally

thick detector previously discussed, with the substitutions - 1/00p replaced by Lp and

kpO"p with kbO"b. According to these substitutions, the cases of spectroscopic interest

in the limit of a thermally thin pyroelectric are
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Case B.l (c, i): Thermal transmission mode

(1.24 )

Case B. 2 (c): Optical transmission mode

( 1.25)

The frequency dependence of the photopyroelectric voltage In all cases (B) IS

consistently with a factor llJ~'12 lower than all cases in (A)

The results obtained shows some trends familiar from other thermal wave

spectroscopies, such as photoacoustic and photothermal deflection spectroscopy, as

well as some unique features. The calculations show that the photopyroelectric

voltage is governed by the interplay between the optical absorption in the sample

and in the pyroelectric transducer itself. This suggests that it is experimentally

advantageous to work with optically opaque transducers whose flat (i.e.,

photopyroelectrically saturated) spectral response does not interfere with the spectral

measurements on the sample. Opaqueness can be achieved through coating the

photopyroelectric surface with metallic thin layers (e.g. nickel) [44] or black

absorbing materials [9].

The present theoretical considerations help to establish photopyroelectric

spectroscopy as a valid spectroscopic technique, with high promise in the realm of

flexible in-situ non-destructive probing of samples and in applications at very high

frequencies as piezoelectric or pyroelectric thin films (such as PVF2) [45]. These

features set this technique ahead of photoacoustics and photothermal spectroscopies.
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Mandelis, in his theory assumed total absorption of radiation by the

pyroelectric sensor. Chirtoc and Mihailescu [46] in 1989 put forward another theory

to understand the role played by the finite reflectance at the sample-pyroelectric

interface and the mechanisms responsible for the peak inversions observed in the

reflection-mode PPE spectroscopy [24, 47], since these questions have found no

satisfactory answers in the framework of the former theory. It has been shown that

the assumption of an arbitrary value for the reflectance completely changes the

physical nature of the PPE effect, featuring simultaneous optical absorption and

transmission characteristics. Hence it creates very diverse experimental

opportunities for optical and thermal investigations of solid, liquid or even gaseous

substances. So the full potential of the PPE technique for the investigations of

optical and thermal properties of materials remains to be demonstrated by future

experiments.

1.3 Experimental set up

There are three main types of photopyroelectric analysis depending on the signal

generation and detection mode.

I. Frequency domain scheme (FD) - Harmonic modulation of the incident light

at a single frequency and simple pyroelectric calorimetric detection [42]

2. Frequency multiplexed excitation - spectral analysis of input and output

signal channel [48].

3. Time domain measurements - pulsed optical excitation of the sample and

pyroelectric detection [49-53].
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l,or the three, frequency domain PPE instrumentation is the simplest of the three 

'1Mtes. The experimental set up of this technique does not present any particular 

problems. The cost of the instruments is relatively low. Fig. 1.2 shows a general set 

_['of the frequency domain PPE experimental set up. As it is sho\vn. either a 

broadband source or a CW laser can be used [54]. 

I 
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. ZIU 
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Fig.l 2:Block diagram for the Frequency domain PPE experimental apparatus 

Frequency domain photopyroelectric measurements can be divided into two mam 

groups. 

i) The back detection technique (BOT) 

ii) The front detection technique (FOT) 
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This thesis deals only with the back detection technique. Hovveycr, for 

completeness, we first describe the front detection technique. 

Marinelli et al .. [55] were the first to use the PPE technique 111 the front 

detection mode. The configuration of the technique is given in Fig. 1.3. 

1 ighl 

9 D s b 
le 

J.., t 

back delCC;. 

"10 1.3 (A): One-dimensional geometry for the photopyroelectric technique in the 

front detection configuration 

inCldent light 

I 
absorbing 
electrode 

DyroeleClrJC 
lr ansducer 

·>lF~:Si 
'\ .. "9"" oul 

sample 

Fig. 1.3(B): Experimental configuration of the sample and detector for 

photopyroelectric front detection 
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Fig. 1.4(A): One-dimensional geometry for the photopyroelectric technique in the 

back detection configuration 
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pyroelectric 
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absorbing 
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Fig. 1.4(B): Experimental configuration of the sample and pyroelectric transducer 

for photopyroelectric back detection 

As it is seen in Fig. l.3, one side of the detector is in contact with the sample. 

while the opposite side is illuminated. In this case, light strikes directly on the 
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defector and not on the sample. In back detection technique, one side of the sample 

is in contact with the detector, while the opposite side is illuminated. The 

configuration for the technique is shown in Fig. 1.4. The advantage of the FOT is 

that it can be used in a wide frequency range and it can attain a large signal at a high 

frequency limit, which allows a high depth resolution in the sample. 

1.3.1 Frequency response characterization 

Christofides el al. [56] used two different thickness of polyvinylidene difluoride 

(PVDF), 28 flm and 52 flm as pyroelectric detectors in order to obtain thermally 

thick pyroelectric conditions. The thickness of the detector and the modulation 

frequency must be such that the condition 

a 
/ »fc =-" • C L} 

J! " 

( 1.26) 

is satisfied according to the definition of the thermally thick limit. ap and Lp are the 

thermal diffusivity and the thickness of the detector respectively [42]. In Eq. (1.26), 

.fe, the critical frequency equals 22 Hz and 5 Hz for the PVDF film of thickness 28 

flm and 52 flm respectively. The thermal time response of the PVDF film depends 

upon its thickness, since a longer time is needed for a thicker detector to reach 

thermal equilibrium within the pyroelectric after excitation [44]; yet for a range of 

low frequencies (0.5 to 600 Hz) this dependence is significant. The frequency 

response characterization experiments is necessary to work in a frequency range 

~reater than 2S Hz or so in order to satisfy the conditions of the theoretical models. 

So we can say the PPE spectroscopy is technically less complex and less 

expensive than any other photothermal methods. The necessary condition for the 

experiment depends only on the thermal thickness of the detector, which is very easy 
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to satisfy. However, one disadvantage of PPE spectroscopy is its susceptibility to 

acoustic noise [57]. This problem can be partially alleviated by isolating the 

mechanical chopping system from the optical table that supports the rest of the 

instrumentation. 

1.4 Applications of the technique 

The pyroelectric (PE) property offers the possibility to use PE materials for a 

number of applications. In fact PE sensors present five main advantages that make 

them suitable for many applications. 

I. Sensitive in a very large spectral bandwidth 

2. Sensitive in a wide temperature range without the need of cooling 

3. Low power requirements 

4. Fast response 

5. Generally low cost materials 

In this subsection, we briefly describe the state of the art of the pyroelectric 

sensors in the field of measurement science. In the beginning, the pyroelectric effect 

has employed mainly in the detection of infrared radiation and in laser power 

measurements. The pyroelectric phenomenon has led to many applications in recent 

years. In fact, since the beginning of the 20th century pyroelectricity has been 

exploited in different areas, especially for the detection of radiation. In an excellent 

review, Putley has described the use of pyroelectricity for the detection of radiation 

[7]. 

With these added advantages of PE detectors make the photopyroelectric 

technique an ideal one for the thermal and optical characterization of samples 
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ranging from metals to insulators. Now we will discuss somc of thc important 

applications of the photopyroelectric technique. 

1.4.1. PPE spectroscopy in semiconductors 

In 1984, Coufal and Mandelis [11, 12] used for the first time, thin polyvinylidcnc 

difluoride (PVDF) films for photothermal wave spectroscopic detection. Shortly 

thereafter, Coufal showed that photopyroelectric spectroscopy can be a vcry 

sensitive qualitative tool for thin film spectroscopic applications [16]. Mandelis et 

af. [58] used the PPE spectroscopy for electronic defect center characterization of 

crystalline n-CdS. These authors performed several experiments in open circuit as 

well as in conjunction with photocurrent spectroscopy in the presence of a.c. or d.c. 

transverse electric field. This study [59] showed the potential of the technique to 

give information concerning the non-radiative de-excitation mechanisms at defect 

centers. Tanaka [60] and Tanaka et al. (61) showed that frequency domain PPE 

spectroscopy is also very promising for qualitative analysis. 

PPE spectroscopy was also used for the characterization of thin 

semiconducting films. Mandelis et al. [61] have performed spectroscopic 

measurements of an a-Si:H thin film on quartz. These authors further compared 

their experimental PPE spectra with similar spectra obtained by conventional widely 

used photothermal deflection spectroscopy (PDS). It was shown that PPE 

spectroscopy has the ability for easy and consistent experimental acquisition of non

radiative quantum efficiency spectra, a property not shown by PDS. It is the 

necessity for a coupling fluid that is partly the cause of the lack of spectroscopic 

applications of PDS at cryogenic temperatures. Another disadvantage is the pump-
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probe beam alignment requirement for PDS detection. This frequently led to the 

need for three-dimensional models to interpret the data quantitatively. The 

consideration of these advantages led to the development of PPE spectroscopy. 

1.4.2. PPE spectroscopy 
. 
In paramagnetic and 

ferromagnetic materials 

In 1982, Melcher and Arbach [62] reported the use of pyroelectric sensors to detect 

the temperature gradients associated with magnetic resonance absorption in thin 

films and layers of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic materials. Photopyroelcctric 

technique to study the magnetic phase transitions in ferroelectrics and itinerant 

electron antiferromagnetic materials were first done by Dadarlat et af., [63] in 1990. 

In their paper these authors have reported the application of PPE technique for the 

study of magnetic phase transitions in Ni IOO-xCUx alloys with x === 28 to 33%. The 

samples were found to exhibit magnetic phase transitions (ferromagnetic-

paramagnetic). According to Dadarlat et aI., [63] due to the features of the PPE 

method, the high signal to noise ratios that were obtained allowed higher 

sensitivities for monitoring phase transitions in itinerant electron antiferromagnets 

than classical magnetic and electronic measurements. 

In another work, Dadarlat et aI., [64] demonstrated the ability of the PPE 

method to detect the phase transitions in solids. He made measurements on TGS. 

which exhibited a ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition at 49 °C and NiCuJO had 

a ferromagnetic-paramagnetic phase transition at 50 Qc. It has shown that the PPE 

voltage amplitude clearly reflects the phase transition. He made the inference that . 
the thermally thin and thick conditions largely influence the results. 
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1.4.3. PPE spectroscopy in liquid crystals 

Marinelli [55] used the photothermal front detection configuration (Fig. lA) to 

perform measurements on liquid crystal samples in the range 0.2 Hz to 200 kllz. 

The sample was 9CB liquid crystal and the author studied the PPE signal as a 

function of modulation frequency. It has been proved that with the PPE technique. it 

is possible, at a given frequency, to obtain the temperature dependence on the 

thermal parameters of the sample, which is particularly interesting in the case of 

phase transition studies. 

Marinelli el al. [65] have also performed several experiments comparing the 

ph6toacoustic and photopyroelectric technique for the characterization of liquid 

crystal second order phase transitions. In their measurements they evaluated 

simultaneously thermal conductivity, specific heat and thermal diffusivity of 9CB 

liquid crystal that undergoes a second order phase transition at 47.9 (lC from 

Smectic-A (SA) to Nematic (N) phase [66]. The variation of PPE signal amplitude 

and phase as a function of temperature for the liquid crystal sample has been plotted. 

It is seen that in the plot, the obtained dip for the PPE phase at the phase transition 

temperature, because of the "critical slowing down" of thermal fluctuations [65, 67] 

is about 160°, while in PA it was only 4°. This proves the superior sensitivity of the 

PPE technique over P A. Apart from the sensitivity factor, the PPE technique 

presents a better signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio, which makes this an ideal one for 

studies in liquid crystals. 
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1.4.4. PPE gas sensors 

Photothermal and photoacoustic techniques have been used successfully in optical 

and thermo physical characterization of solids [68-72]. Recent developments in 

monitoring and measuring the properties of gases using photothermal techniques 

have attracted much attention for environmental quality control and manufacturing 

safety reasons [73-77]. Christofides and Mandelis [78] used the photopyroelectric 

gas sensor, a new type of solid-state devices for the detection of minute 

concentrations ('If hydrogen gas under environmental flow-through conditicns. 

Sensitivity to exposures in a hydrogen partial pressure has been demonstrated down 

to concentrations as small as 40 ppm, in a flowing H2 + N2 mixture. 

A newly developed [79] thermal wave resonant cavity (TWRC) sensor using 

a pyroelectric thin film transducer (polyvinylidene fluoride), proved to offer a 

powerful method for measuring thermal diffusivities of gases with very high 

precision and gas species resolution [76, 77, 80]. 

This section on photopyroelectric effect would not be complete if we do not 

emphasize the fact that high sensitivity of the PPE detector in temperature change is 

a great challenge for measurement scientists. Juhl and Bimberg [81] have recently 

proved that with calorimetric absorption and transmission spectroscopy one can 

achieve spectroscopic sensitivities of f3 I = J 0 - 8. So we can say that from an 

experimental and instrumental point of view, the progress of the experimental 

technique has been consistent and encouraging. However, the full potentiality of the 

PPE technique for optical and thermal material characterization remains to be 

demonstrated by future experiments. 
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Part B: Ferroelectric phase transitions 

1.5 introduction 

The cross-disciplinary subject of phase transition is of great interest in the study of 

condensed matter. This is a very interesting phenomenon found to occur in a variety 

of ways in many physical systems. Literature abounds in theoretical and 

experimental studies of phase transitions in solids and newer kinds of phase 

transitions in newer systems are constantly reported [82, 83]. In the following 

paragraphs. a brief outline of the basic facts regarding phase transitions in solids are 

presented. 

A homogenous assembly of atoms or molecules called a phase is 

characterized by thermodynamic properties like volume. pressure. temperature and 

free energy. The stability of the isolated phase is determined by whether its energy 

more generally. its free energy - is a minimum for the specified thermodynamic 

conditions. If the phase is present in a local minimum of free energy instead of a 

unique minimum and is separated by still lower minima (under the same 

thermodynamic conditions) by energy barriers. the system is said to be in a 

metastable state. If the barriers do not exist. the states of the system become unstable 

and the system move into a stable or equilibrium state characterized by the lowest 

value for free energy. As the temperature. pressure or any other variable like electric 

or magnetic field acting on the system is varied. the free energy of the system 

changes smoothly and continuously. Whenever such variations are associated with 
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changes in the structural details of the phase (atomic or electronic configuration) a 

phase transition is said to occur. 

During a phase transition, even as the free energy of the system remains 

continuous, thermodynamic quantities like entropy, volume, specific heat etc. 

undergo discontinuous changes. Ehrenfest [84] classified phase transitions 

depending on the relation between the thermodynamic quantity undergoing 

discontinuity and the Gibb's free energy function. According to this scheme. a 

Gibb's function shows a discontinuous change at the transition. Thus if there is 

discontinuity in quantities such as volume and entropy, which are first order 

derivatives of the Gibb's free energy, the transition is said to be of first order. 

whereas if specific heat, compressibility, thermal expansion etc. are the quantities 

undergoing discontinuity, which are second order derivatives of Gibb's free energy 

function, the transition is said to be of second order and so on. However, several of 

the known transformations do not strictly belong to anyone kind [85, 86] as 

described above. For example the phase transition in BaTiOJ. which has second 

order character, also shows a small latent heat effect. The ferroelectric transition in 

KH2P04 should theoretically be of first order, but confonns more closely to the 

second order. There is superposition of second order behaviour in many first order 

transitions and vice versa. It is possible that many of the transitions are really of 

mixed order. 

Phase transitions are always associated with configurational changes within 

the system. Magnetic phase transitions are driven by the alignment of unpaired spins 

in a specified direction and one usually does not observe any changes in the atomic 

configuration. On the other hand, several other types of phase transitions like para-
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ferroelectric transitions are generally associated with atomic rearrangement or 

structural changes. The change of structure at a phase transition in a solid can OCCllr 

iri two distinct ways. Firstly, there are transitions where the atoms of a solid 

reconstruct a new lattice as in the case of amorphous solid to crystalline state. 

Secondly, there are transitions where a regular lattice is distorted slightly without in 

any way disrupting the linkage of the networks. This can occur as a result of small 

displacements in the lattice position of single atoms or molecular groups or the 

ordering of atoms or molecules among various equivalent positions. Most of the 

ferroelectric phase transitions belong to the second group. The displacive type 

transitions are often driven by the freezing out of a vibrational mode called soft 

mode. In the case of fettoe.lect.ti.c t.to.n.,:;i.t.i.a\.\, t.\\e ,:;al\. made \':; 'O.n. a})\\\:u\ })\\\)Y\\)Y\ 

belonging to the centre of the Brillouin zone while in the case of an antiferroclectric 

transition, is a zone boundary phonon. Soft acoustic phonons are associated with 

ferroelastic transitions. 

Since all the phase transitions involve configurational changes. one can 

identify a physical quantity that is characteristic of a new ordered configuration. 

Such a concept of an order parameter was introduced by L. Landau [87] in his 

thermodynamic theory of phase transitions. The order parameter has a non-zero 

value in the ordered phase below the transition temperature re and is zero above rc. 

Thus in a ferroelectric transition, the order parameter is the spontaneous polarization 

while in a ferroelastic transition, it is the spontaneous strain. Landau assumed that 

Gibb's free energy can be expanded in powers of the order parameter is which is 

assumed to be very small. The results of Landau theory support Ehrcnfcst's 

classification and reveal many basic features of phase transitions. 
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1.6 Landau theory of second order ferroelectric 

phase transitions 

It was pointed out earlier that during a second order transition, the entropy and 

volume of the system remain continuous, while the heat capacity and thermal 

expansivity undergo discontinuous changes. Landau [87] proposed an account for 

this behaviour. He suggested that the transition from a high temperature to a low 

temperature corresponds to the onset of an ordering process. In the ordered, less 

symmetrical (low temperature) phase of the material, there exists an order 

parameter, which decreases continuously with temperature and becomes zero at the 

transition temperature. The disordered high temperature phase will have high 

symmetry. 

The free energy can be written in terms of the order parameter ~. (for the 

ferroelectric phase transition, the order parameter is the spontaneous polarization). 

For small values of ~ (near the transition temperature) the free energy fjJ (P. T. ;; can 

be written as 

( ) . () 1 J " rp P.T.~ =rpl/ P.T +a~+b~ +c; +d~ + ................. . (1.27) 

where rpo (P. T), a, b. c and d are constants. Now, if the value of rp (P. T. ;; to remain 

unaltered by the change of sign of ;, coefficients of odd powers of ~ should be zero. 

Therefore, 

rp(P,T.~)= rp(J(p.r)+ be + d~4 + .......................... . ( 1.28) 

The equilibrium value of the long-range order parameter is obtained by the 

following conditions 
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(1.29 ) 

( 1.30) 

From Eg. (1.29) we obtain the solutions as ~ = 0 and ~] = - :;;'d' Since 

; = 0 corresponds to the disordered state, it follows from Eg. (1.30) that h > 0 on 

one side of the transition temperature. Similarly on using the value ~] = - 'Ad in 

Eq. (1.30), we get b < 0 for the ordered phase. So b should change sign through a 

second order transition. Since b is negative for the ordered phase in the vicinity of a 

transition, d should be positive (since -:;;'d = ~] > 0). 

Assuming h to vary linearly with temperature near the transition point 

b(P,T) = B(T - T.) ( 1.3 I ) 

where Te is the 'critical' or transition temperature. ~], then becomes 

1 -b B ( ) ~- = - = -- T - T. 
2d 2d ' 

(1.32) 

Neglecting higher order terms, entropy is given by, 

s - -( arp J - s - ~2 ( ab J 
- aT /',; - 0 aT /',,; 

(1.35) 

In the symmetrical phase (above the transition temperature). c; = 0 and S = So. Below' 

the transition temperature, using Eg. (1.32) we get 

s = S + b(P,T) ( ab) = s + ~(T - r) 
o 2d ~ aT 0 2d ' 

(1.34 ) 

This guarantees the continuous nature of the entropy during a second order 

transition. 
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Since Cr = T(a%T )" ,'we have two phases at the transition
,

C =(aso ) =C
r aT" r;

E'T
and C" = C" + --'

" 2d
(1.35)

on either side of the transformation, So the change in heat capacity during a second

order transition will have a finite value given by

( 1.36)

So we see that Landau theory provides the basis for Ehrenfest's second order

transition. Extension of Landau treatment has been attempted by various workers in

conjunction with fluctuation theory [88].

1.7 Variation of thermal conductivity and heat

capacity during ferroelectric phase transitions

Phase transitions in solids are often accompanied by interesting changes in their

properties. Several techniques are employed to investigate phase transitions.

depending on the nature of the solid and properties of interest. Such studies are not

only of academic value in understanding the structural and mechanistic aspects of

phase transitions, but can also be of technological importance. The literature

abounds in studies of phase transitions in solids using a wide range of techniques.

including diffraction, thermal, optical, electrical, magnetic, dielectric, spectroscopic

and other measurements [86, 89-93].

It would be difficult here to describe all the techniques and material

properties that have been employed to study phase transitions. We shall therefore
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limit our discussion to the thermal properties namely thermal conductivity and heat 

capacity of solid materials. 

Thermal measurements have been widely used to identify and characterize 

transitions. Heat capacity measurements provide enthalpy changes and indicate the 

thermodynamic order of transitions. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a 

popular technique for obtaining heat capacity data and LJH of transitions. Another 

technique that is widely used for the phase transition studies is the photothermal 

technique. 

Photoacoustic technique has been gained wide interest as a powerful tool for 

the study of phase transitions in solids. The wealth of information contained in the 

PA signal can be used to investigate the variation in the optical and thermal 

properties of materials during phase changes. Florian el aI., [94] were the first to 

publish results of measurements of PA effect in the temperature region of first order 

phase transitions in solids. In their paper, results of measurements of the PA signal 

at the liquid-solid transition of gallium and of water and the structural phase 

transition in K2SnCI6 were reported. 

Pichon el al., [95] examined the specific heat anomaly of thermally thick 

dielectric samples in the neighbourhood of a magnetic phase transition using P A 

technique. R.O theory has been used to obtain relative values of the specific heat. 

Results obtained with CrCI) and MnF2 are given therein. In case of MnF2 the 

observed anomaly is comparable to that observed using conventional calorimetric 

techniques. 

By exploring the dependence of photoacoustic signal in the thermal 

properties of the sample, Siquerra el af., [96] demonstrated the usefulness of PA 
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effect for investigating phase transitions In solids. Their studies have been 011 

aluminium doped VOl. A theoretical model for the PA effect during a first order 

phase transition has been described by Korpiun and Tilgner [97]. Bibi and .Tenkins 

[98] have reported observations of a first order phase transition in CoSiF6 . 61-bO 

using photoacoustic technique. The PA technique has been applied for the study of 

series of phase transitions in tetra methylammonium tetrachloride cobaItate (TMTC

CO) by Fernandez et al. [99]. But in practice gas coupled PAS at high frequencies is 

virtually impossible due to very poor signal-to-noise ratios and microphone 

frequency response limitations. 

Extebarria et al. [100, 101] have shown theoretically, using the lackson and 

Amer's theory [102] and experimentally that the piezoelectric photoacoustic signal 

is a function of sample specific heat only, and independent of thermal conductivity. 

in the optically and thermally thick limits. This observation is indicative of further 

restrictions on the opacity of the sample, in addition of high modulation frequency 

requirements similar to the gas coupled PAS. 

The PPE technique has been employed by different authors for the study of 

phase transitions in solids [11,12,42,103]. 
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Part C: Metal-Insulator transition in solids 

1.8: Introduction 

An early success of quantum mechanics was attributed to the explanation by Wilson 

[104, 105] for the sharp distinction between metals and non-metals. In crystalline 

materials. the energies of the electron states lie in bands, a non-metal is a material in 

which all bands are full or empty. while in a metal. one or more bands are party full. 

Any metal-insulator transition in a crystalline material is identified as a transition at 

zero temperature from a situation in which bands overlap to situations when they do 

not overlap. 

Interest in a metal-insulator transition arose long way back in 1937. de Boer 

and Verwey pointed out [106] that nickel oxide, a transparent non-metal, according 

to the Wilson model, should be metallic because of the eight electrons of the Ni2~ 

ions would only partly fill one of the cl-bands. Peierls said this must be due to the 

correlation and gave a satisfactory explanation of how this could occur. At the time. 

it wasn't known that nickel oxide was antiferromagnetic. as Slater pointed out in 

1951 [107]. Slater suggested that an antiferromagnetic lattice can split the cl-bands. 

allowing all bands to be full or empty, making them insulators. 

Mott [108-110] described a metal-insulator transition by imagining a 

crystalline array of hydrogen-like atoms with a lattice constant 'a' that could be 

varied. The example of nickel oxide suggested that for large values of . a'. the 

material would be insulating. while the example of monovalent metal like sodium 

showed that for small values it would metallic. To satisfactorily explain the values 
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of "a' at which a metal-insulator transition can occur, Mott [108] made an

assumption that this would occur when the screened potential around each positive

charge

,
V (r) = _CCe-",

r
(1.37)

with the screening potential calculated by the Thomas-Fermi method. was just

strong enough to trap an electron. The transition would be discontinuous with

varying nand q and there would be a discontinuous transition from the state with all

electrons trapped to that where all are free. It was found that this would occur when

IIJ 02n GfI = . (1.38)

where n is the number of electrons per unit volume and all is the hydrogen radius.

The Eq. (1.38) was applied with success to the metal-insulator transition in doped

semiconductors and the disorder resulting from the random positions of the centers

being neglected. The disorder was believed to be the cause of the absence of a

discontinuous change in conductivity. However the success of Eq. (1.38) was

fortuitous if the many valley nature of the conduction bands of silicon and

germanium is taken into account, and also the central cell corrections. totally

different results are obtained [111-113].

The next important step in the development of the theory was the

introduction by Hubbard [114, 115] of a model in which the interaction between

electrons is included only when they are on the same atom, long-range Coulomb

forces being neglected. For large values of 'a', this model leads to an

antiferromagnetic insulator which splits the band, so that an electron's energy lie in

a full band and an empty one [107]. However, Hubbard's work was criticized by
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Herring [116] for lack of clear recognition that low-density form IS 

antiferromagnetic. But work on 'resonating valence bond' materials by Andcrson 

[117] has shown that an antiferromagnetic lattice is not essential in the insulating 

state. 

When two bands exist, they are named as lower and upper Ilubbard bands. 

The metal-insulator transition then appears as a band crossing transition, from an 

antiferromagnetic metal to an antiferromagnetic insulator. There is another 

antiferromagnetic metal to normal metal transition and is one which is highly 

correlated and this leads to the great enhancement of the electronic specific heat and 

Pauli susceptibility, as first pointed out by Brinkman and Rice [118] and observed in 

vanadium oxides. The Hubbard model, which does not include long range forces. 

does not predict a discontinuous change in n, the number of carriers when long range 

forces are included, as first shown by Brinkman and Rice [119]. For a crystalline 

system. a discontinuity will always occur when a full and an empty band cross. as a 

result of the long-range electron-hole interaction and whether the bands are of 

Hubbard type or those generated by the crystal structure. Mott [120] has discussed 

the conditions under which disorder can remove the discontinuity. Actually. in Illany 

doped semiconductors, the transition is of Anderson type and not directly a 

consequence of short-range (intra atomic) interaction, both disorder and long-range 

interaction contributing to an equation similar to Eq. (1.37). 

For disordered systems. a quite different form of metal-insulator transition 

occurs - the Anderson transition. In these systems, a range of energies exists in 

\vhich the electron states are localized. and if at zero Kelvin, the Fermi level lies in 

this range then the material will not conduct even though the density of states is not 
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zero. The Anderson transition can be discussed in terms of non-interacting electrons 

though in real systems, electron-electron interaction plays an important part. 

Many systems are known to exhibit metal-insulator transitions. Mixed 

valence perovskites are an important class of materials. In this subsection we give an 

outline of properties of mixed valence perovskites and various theoretical models to 

better understand the phenomena of metal-insulator transition found in these 

materials. 

1.9 Mixed valence perovskites: An overview 

Mixed valence manganites with the perovskite structure has been studied for almost 

60 years. The system offers a degree of chemical flexibility that permits the relation 

between the oxide's structure, electronic and magnetic properties to be examined in 

a systematic way. Research on the manganites have revealed new phenomena such 

as colossal [121] and dense granular magnetoresistance [122] and has led to the 

formulation of important physical concepts such as double exchange [123, 124] and 

the lahn-Teller polaron [125, 126]. Early research was motivated by a need to 

develop insulating ferromagnets with a large magnetization for high frequency 

applications. More recent work has been driven by a desire to understand and exploit 

the large negative magnetoresistance effects that appear above and below the Curie 

temperature. The manganites also have potential as solid electrolytes, catalysts. 

sensors and novel electronic materials. 

Mixed valence oxides are represented by Rl.xAxMn03 (where R = La. Nd. Pr 

and A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb) have been the materials of intense experimental interest. 

Besides manganese, many perovskite structure oxides fom1 with AI, Ga or other 
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3d elements such as Chromium. Iron, Cobalt or Nickel. The rare earth orthoferrites 

RFeO) is one example of a series of perovskite structure oxides. An exhaustive 

compilation of data on perovskite-structure compounds by Goodenough and Longho 

[127] was published in a 1970 Landholdl-Bornslein volume. The mixed valence 

oxides can be considered as solid solutions between end members such as RMn03 

and AMn03, with formal valence state states R3+Mn3+0/ and A2+Mn.J+0 { leading 

to mixed valence compounds such as (R::x A~"') (Mn::x Mn~+ )0,. The nominal 

electronic configurations of Mn3+ are Mn4+ are 3cr and 3cf respectively. Chemically. 

the system is characterized by the wide range of cations, which can occupy the A-

site in the perovskite structure, which may be set at the body centre or the cube 

corner. The structure of mixed valence oxides can be considered as a cubic close 

packed array formed of 0;-' anions and large A cations with small B cations in the 

octahedral interstitial sites as sho\,;n in Fig. 1.5. The ideal cubic structures is 

distorted by cation size mismatch and the Jahn-Teller effect, where by a distortion of 

the' oxygen octahedron surrounding the B site cation splits the energy levels of a 3d 

ion such as Mn3+, thus lowering the energy. The distorted structures are frequently 

orthorhombic. 

a = b = c= O,388nm 

Cl La, Ca 

00 
CD Mn 

Fig. 1.5: Ideal cubic perovskite structure AB03 for the mixed valence perovskitcs 
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The broad feature of mixed valence perovskites \',,'ere described by 

polycrystalline ceramic samples by lonker and van Santen [128]. van Santcn and 

lonker [129] and lonker [130] in the late 1940s. They discussed the preparation_ 

crystal structure and magnetic properties of the (Lal-xCar)MnOJ series [128] and 

gave an account for the electrical conductivity [129]. Similar results \vere found for 

the (Lal_xSrx)MnO) and (Lal_.TBax)MnO) series, but the range of solid solutions was 

limited to x < 0.7 or x < 0.5 respectively. Magnetoresistance and other transport 

properties were first described in 1954 by Volger [131] who shov .. 'ed that the 

magnetoresistance of LaO,gSr02MnOJ is negative with a peak near the Curie 

temperature. 

The crystallographic and magnetic structure for the (Lal_xCar)Mn03 

compounds were determined in 1955 by Wolkan and Koehler [132] in a remarkably 

complete neutron and X-ray diffraction study as a function of Mn-l+ content. In 

particular, the neutron data revealed a very rich magnetic phase diagram where. for 

different doping levels, there are three main regions. For small amounts of \-1n-l"', the 

compounds have essentially antoferromagnetic properties. For x == 0.3, they become 

ferromagnetic, but for x > 0.5 they revert to antiferromagnetism upto the end 

member CaMnOJ. From magnetization and susceptibility results, lonker [130] 

concluded that the exchange is weakly positive (ferromagnetic) between the two 3£r_ 

Mn3+ ions, negative (antiferromagnetic) between two 3cf Mn4+ and positiye between 

a 3lr MnJ+ and 3tf Mn4+ ion, these measurements provided a first clear eyidence for 

a ferromagnetic exchange interaction in an oxide. Resistivity measurements also 

revealed a strong correlation between electron transport and magnetic properties. 

The resistivity is lowest for the x - 0.3 compounds corresponding to best 
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ferromagnetism, where as high resistivity is associated with thc antiferromagnetic 

compositions. 

An extensive study of flux grown single crystals of (Lal.xPbx) MnO) with 

0.2 < x> 0.4 was carried out by Searle and Wang [133. 134], Morrish el af. [135] 

and Leung el. af. [136] in 1969 and 1970. They found metallic conductivity below 

the Curie point re and a large negative magnetoresistance effect of about 20% at 1 T 

in the vicinity of re, similar to that in polycrystalline (Lal.xSrx) MnO). 

Interest in the mixed valence manganites revived in the 1990s, following the 

preparation of high quality thin films with large magneto resistance by von I-Ielmholt 

el. af. [137] and Chahara el. af. [138]. Optimised films show rcmarkable 

magnetoresistance effects near re that were epitomised by Jin el af. as the 'colossal 

magnetoresistance' (CMR) [121]. The Curie point coincides with the mctal -

insulator transition and there are associated anomalies in various physical properties. 

It is seen that the x == 3 corresponds to the best ferromagnetism, where high 

resistivities are associated with the antiferromagnetic compositions. 

Despite intensive investigations of the CMR phenomenon, the nature of the 

metal-insulator (M-I) transition remains an open question. The manganese oxides 

are usually modeled by the double-exchange Hamiltonian that describes the 

exchange of electrons between neighbouring Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions with strong on-site 

Hund's coupling. So the inquisitiveness as to the origin of the mechanism of the 

effect, a great deal of effort is being devoted. Zener [123] paved the way by offering 

first satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon. In the next subsection, we will 

give an outline of the double-exchange model put forward by Zener to explain the 

M-I transition. 
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1.10 Double exchange model 

Zener in 1951, offered an explanation for the behaviour of mixed valence 

manganites with doping, 111 terms of his theory of indirect magnetic exchange 

between 3d atoms. Starting from the insulating antiferromagnetic RMnOJ end 

member whose electrons are localized in the atomic orbitals, he gave an explanation 

how the system should gradually become more ferromagnetic upon hole doping 

(introduction Mn4+). He suggested that there will be an exchange of electron 

between Mn3+ and Mn4+ ion via oxygen and introduced the concept of simultaneous 

transfer of an electron from the Mn3+ to the oxygen and from the oxygen to the 

neighbouring Mn4+ as in Fig. 1.6. Such a transfer is called double exchange. 

re ~ • ~ 
Mn~+ 0 2 - Mn3

+ 

d3 pG d4 

k • ~ ==i 
Mn 3 + 2 - 4+ 

0 Mn 

d
4 6 

d
3 

P 

Fig. 1.6: Schematic diagram of the double-exchange mechanism. The two states 

Mn3+ -Mn 4+ and Mn 4+ _Mn3+ are degenerate if the manganese spins are parallel 

I h f .. h fi . • '1 3+ 0 2. M 4+ d ~+ n t e case 0 magnetIc Ions, t e con IguratlOns IV n - - n an Mn -

0 2
-_ Mn3

+ are degenerate if the spins of the 2d shells are parallel and the lowest 

energy of the system at low temperature corresponds to parallel alignment of the 
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· spms of the two adjacent cations. Double exchange is always found to be 

ferromagnetic unlike super exchange interaction that involves virtual electron 

transfer and is frequently antiferromagnetic. 

He considered that the interatomic Hund rule exchange was strong and that 

carriers do not change their spin orientation upon hopping from one ion to the next. 

so that they can only hop if the spins of the two ions are parallel. On minimizing the 

total free energy of the system, Zener found that ferromagnetic interactions are 

favoured when the magnetic atoms are fairly well separated and conduction 

electrons are present. If the manganese spins are not parallel or if the Mn-O-Mn 

bond is bent. the electron transfer becomes more difficult and the mobility 

decreases. It follows that there is a direct connection between conductivity and 

ferromagnetism and a qualitative relation with Curie temperature has been proposed. 

(1.39) 

where x is the doping and a is the Mn-Mn distance, which agreed with the available 

experimental results of 10nker and van Santen in the limited region 0.2 < x < 0.4. 

Anderson and Hasegawa [139] generalized the double exchange mechanism 

by considering interaction between a pair of magnetic ion with general spin 

direction. They calculated the transfer integral t, to be 

I = tl/cos(~) ( 1.40) 

where to is the normal transfer integral which depends on the spatial wave functions 

and the term cos ({) (2) is due to the spin wave function and {} is the angle between 

two spin direction. This is quite unlike super exchange when the coupling is 

proportional to cos{}. They also considered the problem of high temperature 
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paramagnetic state of the manganites where the exchange energy is much larger than 

the transfer integral and predicted that X should be Curie like, which contradicted the 

experimental results showing Curie-Weiss behaviour. The point was corrected by 

deGennes [140] who pointed out that the prediction is erroneous when the carrier 

bandwidth is large with respect to kT. Double exchange therefore leads to normal 

Curie - Weiss behaviour of the susceptibility ~ = ~ with Bp> O. 
X T-~. 

It is seen that even though double exchange plays an important role for 

metallic conductivity and ferromagnetism in these materials, it alone can't explain 

all the aforementioned phenomena. It has been pointed out by various workers [141 

-143] that other effects such as localization, electron-electron correlation. electron 

magnon scattering, electron-phonon interaction etc., strongly modify the temperature 

dependence of many physical properties. It will be an uphill task to give details of 

all effects mentioned above. So we will give an outline of the localization 

phenomena and describe the Anderson transition in detaiL in the next subsection. 

1.11 Theoretical models 

Localization-delocalization phenomenon In the physics of amorphous solids 

concerns the motion, not of atoms, but of electrons. Liquid-glass transition that 

involves atomic motion can be visualized in a classical picture of molecular 

movements, whereas the metal-insulator transition is an electronic phenomenon and 

is intrinsically quantum mechanical in character. Moreover, important features of 

this phenomenon represent conceptual departures from the traditional quantum 

mechanical treatment of electrons in crystalline solids. In order to introduce some of 

the main ideas and to place the issue of disorder induced localization in the context 
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of other basic electronic phenomena, we present three popular models of atomic 

scale metal-insulator transitions as given in Table (1.1) 

Table 1.1: Major c1assi fication of metal-insulator transitions 

Electroll Wave jUllctiolls 

Characteristic 
Change at 

Criterion for 
Transition Metal side Insulator Energies 

the M~I 
Localization 

of side of Transition 

Transition Transition 

Bloch Extended Extended Bandwidth B Partly -

filled~ all 

bands filled 

or empty 

Mott Extended Localized Electron- Correlation- V>B 

electron 
, 

(e-/ruJ induced 

correlation localization 

energy U 

Anderson Extended Localized Width W of the Disorder- W>B 

distribution of induced 

random site localization 

energIes 
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1.11.1 Bloch theory of Metal- Insulator transitions 

The first class of transition considered in Table (1.1) is one that is encompassed 

within the Bloch or band theory framework for electronic states in crystalline solids. 

Band theory is a one-electron independent particle theory that assumes that there 

exists a set of stationary states available to anyone electron and that all of the 

electrons are distributed among these states according to Fermi-Dirac statistics. The 

states /fnk are given by the solutions of a Schr6dinger equation H If/llk = EIII.: /fill.: in 

which the Hamiltonian operator H is given by the sum of electronic kinetic energy 

term L = - -'- --2 and a crystal potential term V(x) , to account for the J ( /i
L J( d

2

] 
2m 2m dx 

interaction of one electron with all other particles in the crystal. Since V (and 

therefore If) is periodic in space with the translational periodicity of the crystal 

structure. V(x + a) = V(x), where a is the lattice constant. 

In the Bloch (or more properly the Bloch-PeierIs-Wilson) theory of electrons 

In crystals, a solid is an insulator if each band is either completely filled or 

completely empty and it is a metal if atleast one band is partly filled. At zero 

temperature. (which is often assumed for the purpose of making a perfectly sharp 

metal - insulator distinction), all states lying lower in energy than the Fermi energy 

El-' are occupied by electrons, while all states lying higher than EF are empty. For a 

metal, the band structure and the number of electrons are such that E,.. lies within a 

band. which is only partly filled. For an insulator EF lies between the bands and 

there is an energy gap separating the highest lying valence band and the lowest lying 

empty conduction band. This is very clearly illustrated in Fig (1.7) 
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The type of metal - insulator (M-I) transition envisioned in the first row of 

Table (1.1). is illustrated by the schematic band structure shown in Fig. 1.7. A 

crystalline material, composed of atoms with even number of electrons. sufficient to 

populate an integral number of bands, close to the Fermi level either just overlap in 

energy or just miss overlapping. A small change in pressure or temperature may 

cause the crystal's band structure to cross over to the other situation. Such a band -

overlap M-I transition occurs in Ytterbium, in \vhich a variation in pressure produces 

a cross over between band structures of types' a' and' b'. 

t 
E 

o 

(0) METAL 

k-

"TT' 

o 

(b) INSULATOR 

t 
E 

o 
k-

-
o 

Fig, 1.7: Metal-insulator transition within the Bloch theory for electrons in crystals 

As indicated in Table (1.1), on the both the metallic and insulating side of the 

above type of transition, the electronic wave function in the vicinity of Er 

correspond to 'extended' states. Such wave functions have appreciable amplitude 

throughout the solid. For a crystal, the B10ch functions have the form as in Fig) .8. 

The solid line in the figure represents the real and imaginary part of If. whik the 
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dashed line indicates the plane-wave envelope corresponding to the wave vector 

- - . 
eigen value k . For amorphous solids, k is not a good quantum number, since the 

validity of Bloch-function depends upon the presence of crystalline long-range 

order. Long-range order is totally absent in amorphous solids and this is an obviolls 

way in which band theory breaks down for amorphous solids. 

Fig. 1.8: A Bloch type extended wave function as in a crystal 

Before proceeding to the discussion of disorder-induced localization and the 

Anderson transition, it is useful to introduce the concepts involved in another type of 

M-·r transition, contributed to condensed matter physics by Sir Nevill Mott. The 

Mott transition [144, 145] is philosophically and physically related to Anderson 

transition. Philosophically both transitions are dramatic demonstrations of situations 

in which the conventional theory (Bloch functions, band structures etc) used for 

electrons breaks down. Band theory, often successful in explaining the electrical and 

optical properties of crystalline solids fails completely in these situations. 
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1.11.2 The Mott transition 

The Mott transition illuminates a regime in which the one electron or independent 

particle theory of solids fails, within a crystalline material. In quantum mechanical 

calculations for electronic states in a crystal. standard procedure is to assume that the 

atomic nuclei are fixed in position on the sites of a crystalline lattice. But suppose 

we set '({' at a very large value. then in the independent particle theory. as the 

translational periodicity is retained. the one electron solutions are still Bloch 

functions. the highest band is only half filled and the material is still predicted to be 

a metal. But this is not true as we are dealing with a set of isolated atoms and the 

true solutions must be just the atomic solutions. The above argument shows that the 

band theory fails in the atomic limit a ~ ro for a system with a half- filled highest 

band. 

The physical reason for this failure is disclosed with the aid of Fig. 1.9. 

There are two electronic configurations that in the independent electron picture. 

have the same potential energy. In configuration 'b' of Fig. 1.9. two of the outer 

most or valence electrons have been shifted from their positions in 'a' to 

translationally equivalent positions in another unit cell. Because of the translational 

periodicity of the crystal potential V(r) which approximates the average interaction 

of each electron with all of the other 1024 charged particles in the solid. 

configurations 'a' and 'b' have the same potential energy in the independent particle 

picture. This is manifestly unreasonable as configuration 'b' has a substantially 

higher energy than 'a' because of the repulsive Coulomb interaction among the 

valence electrons. This energy cost associated with the electronic crowding in 'b'. is 
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a '/11(/11)' hody effect' that IS left out of the independent particle picture of onc 

electron theory. 
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Fig. 1.9: Two electronic configurations within a four-unit cell region of a crystal 

One electron theory is therefore unable to discriminate against configuration 

as (b), since it does not perceive their extra energy vis-it-vis configurations such as in 

(a). In a real solid, however, the electrons definitely do tend to correlate their 

movements in order to avoid such energetically unfavourable mutual proximity as in 

Fig (1.9a). The amount by which band theory overestimates the ground state energy 

of the system because of this neglect of electron correlations is called the correlation 

energy. The point embodied by the Mott transition concept is that the correlation 

energy can under certain conditions cause a solid to have an insulating ground state 

when the neglect of correlation band picture would erroneously predict it to be a 

metal. Such a solid is called a Mott Insulator. An example is NiS 2 and the condition 

required for its occurrence is described in Fig. 1.10. 
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Fig. 1.10: Schematic picture for the Mott transition 
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In this figure, the atoms are represented by potential wells and single valence 

electron of each atom occupies, in the isolated atom limit, a bound state energy level 

that is indicated on each atomic well by a horizontal line. In the crystal, the level 

gives rise to an energy band of band width B. Relative to the energy level of free 

ato·m. the crystal band extends in energy from roughly -B12 to + B12. This lowering 

in energy relative to the free atom is responsible for metallic cohesion. It arises from 

a lowering of kinetic energy that is achieved by the delocalization of the electrons 

into extended states in the crystal. Delocalization smooths the wave function 

oscillations and thus reduces the V.: kinetic energy contribution to the total energy. 

This energy lowering is relatively ineffective when there is little overlap between 

orbitals on neighbouring atoms. B thus decreases with increasing lattice constant '(/'. 

as suggested by Fig. 1.10 and the bandwidth vanishes in the a -} w limit. 
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In figures 1.1 O(a) and 1.IO(b), single horizontal line at each well denotes the 

energy level of the valence electron of the isolated atom. This energy level is doubly 

degenerate and this view neglects the e2/r12 interaction. In the case when two 

electrons occupy the same site, repulsive interaction dominates and raises the energy 

and this occupation number dependent feature introduced by e2/rI2. It is represented 

by an equivalent two-level diagram shown in Fig. I.I0(c). Two levels are associated 

with each site. The lower level. which corresponds to the level used in (a) and (b) is 

available to the first electron to occupy the atom. The upper level exists only when 

the lower level is filled and is lifted by the amount U and is available to the second 

electron to occupy the site. Hence the delocalized wave functions and the failure of 

electrons to maximally avoid each other, introduces an average potential energy cost 

per electron of UN. Since the average kinetic energy incentive for band formation is 

BI../, it follows that the correlation cost exceeds the delocalization gain if U > B This 

is the condition for the occurrence of a Mott insulator. i.e., U > B represents the 

criterion for correlation induced localization 

If this inequality criterion is satisfied, then electrons are localized. Unlike the 

Bloch type of metal-insulator transition (in which extended states apply to both 

sides), the Mott transition is a delocalization-Iocalization transition for electron 

states. It occurs as implied in a~b, when a change in interatomic separation causes 

a cross over in the relative importance of the two characteristic energies of the 

valence electron system the bandwidth B and the electron-electron correlation 

energy U. The Mott transition is an exemplary embodiment of a recurrent theme in 

condensed matter physics. Electron localization in the low density limit signals the 

triumph of potential energy over kinetic energy in that regime. The kinetic energy 
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cost of localization becomes negligible in comparison to the coulomb interaction and 

the electrons from a lattice to maximally avoid each other inorder to minimize the 

\O\any dominant potential energy. 

1.11.3 Disorder induced localization-Anderson transition 

The type of metal insulator transition that is most relevant to amorphous solids is the 

Anderson transition. Here the insulating side of the transition corresponds not to 

extended states in filled bands as in a Bloch type transition in crystals. but instead to 

electron states which are localized. The meaning of localized states is indicated in 

Fig. l.Il. The wave function is concentrated near a centre composed of just fe\v 

atoms and has negligible amplitude elsewhere in the solid. Away from the small 

regions that contain essentially all of its integrated possibility fl'lfl" dr. the 

amplitude spatially decays away with distance. This behaviour is schematically 

shown by the dashed line wave functions envelope in Fig. 1.11. and falls off as r,a/l 

at large distances R from the localization centre. The quantity a is an important 

parameter for a given localized state known as inverse localization length. 

In crystalline solids. localized states are often introduced by chemical 

impurities. An illustration of Anderson transition is shown in Fig. 1.12. As in the 

case of the Mott and Wigner transitions, electron localization in the Anderson 

transition reflects the passage to a regime in which the potential energy pins over the 

kinetic energy, while the a~b delocalization-locaIization transition in Mott case of 

Fig. 1.10 occurs via the kinetic energy considerations with decreasing band width at 

low densities. In the Anderson case of Fig. 1.12 it occurs via the supcrposition of 

disorder-induced potential energy of sufficient depth. 
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Fig. 1.11: Schematic representation of a localized wave function as in amorphous 

solids 
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Fig. 1.12: One electron tight binding picture for the Anderson transition 
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Here the potential wells representing the atomic sites are no longer all the 

. same. Instead. the well depths vary from sites in a random way. Such a disordered 

potential is present in an amorphous solid. Instead of single well depth as in a 

crystalline case, there is a distribution of well depths. W denotes the width of this 

distribution. which specifies the energy range of the disorder-induced spatial 

fluctuations of the potential energy seen by an electron at the atomic site. 

The competition between kinetic energy and potential energy influences 011 

the electron states now resides on the ratio WIB; W the magnitude of the random 

potential and B. the crystal bandwidth in the absence of disorder are the two relevant 

characteristic energies. Anderson showed that when the dimensionless parameter 

WIB is sufficiently large, all of the states in the valence band are localized. i.e .. 11' > 

B denotes the disorder-induced localization 

Andersen's model is a quantum mechanical calculation that invokes a tight 

binding independent electron picture, which corresponds to Fig (1.12b). Unlike the 

Mott insulator, in which the extended states predicted by an independent electron 

picture are overturned when electron-electron correlation is introduced. Anderson 

localization appears as a consequence of disorder in a purely independent electron 

picture. 

The notion of disorder-induced localization was subsequently extended by 

Mott and others [146. 147]. When the disorder is great enough for WIB to satisfy the 

Anderson's criterion. all of the states in the band become localized. Mott pointed out 

that even for smaller degrees of disorder, states in the tails of the band are localized 

as in Fig. 1.13 and the energies for which states are localized (the shaded regions) 

correspond to the tails of top of the valence band and bottom of the conduction band. 
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Within each band. the states are extended. As shown in Fig. 1.13(b). the demarcation 

energies separating regions of localized and extended states are referred to as 

mobility edges. The Anderson transition then refers to a localization---tdelocalization 

transition in which a change in composition, pressure, applied electric field etc. 

pushes the Fermi level through such a mobility edge. The energy separation between 

the mobility edges of Fig. 1.13(b) is called the mobility gap [148]. It plays a role. 

with respect to the electrical properties of amorphous semiconductors that is similar 

to the role played by the energy gap in a crystalline semiconductor. 
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Fig. 1.13: Schematic density of states diagram for a crystalline and amorphous 

materials 
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Even these models couldn't successfully explain the M-I transition 

phenomena found in mixed valence perovskites. Based on the strong electron

phonon coupling in these materials, Mills [149] cl al., proposed that the M-I 

transition involves a cross over from a high-T polaron dominated magnetically 

disordered regime to a low-T metallic magnetically ordered regime. Now. some 

authors have concluded that M-I transition in CMR materials is the Anderson 

transition - a quantum phase transition, driven by magnetic order, because quantum 

localization effect plays an important role in the system around and above the 

magnetic transition. 

1.12 Review of experiments 

In the first study of mixed valence perovskites, van Santen and 10nker [129] and 

lonker [150] have reported resistivity measurements on ceramic samples of 

(Lal-xAx) MnO) (A= Ba, Ca or Sr), as a function of temperature and composition. 

Their main result was the striking correlation between the magnitude of the 

resistivity and the magnetic state of the compounds. Outside the ferromagnetic 

concentration range, resistivities are high and thermally activated, but a resistance 

anomaly appears around Te for the ferromagnetic compositions, where there is a 

transition to metallic like conductivity. 

When Volger [131] discovered the large negative magneto resistance effect 

near Te in 1954, he showed it to be isotropic-independent of the relative orientation 

of the current and the field and frequency dependent. He also made the first 

measurements of Hall effect, thermopower and specific heat. The single crystal 

magnetoresistance measurements reported 15 years later for the (Lal_xPbr) MnOJ 
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r system [134], showed the effect to be quite substantial. with a 20% decrease in 

; resistivity at 31 OK in an applied field if 1 T. Twenty more years elapsed before the 

effect was rediscovered. at a time of interest in using magnetoresistance in sensors 

operating at room temperature. The largest magnetoresistance for the manganites 

usually appears near re that can be above room temperature for some compositions. 

Examples are La-Na or La-K with x:::: 0.15 [151-153]; La-Ba. La-Pb or La-Sr with x 

=: ~J. The resistivity peak temperature T,,,. almost coincides with re for crystals with 

X ::: ~J. The saturation magnetoresistance in the vicinity of re is bounded by a drop 

in resistivity below re, which depends in turn on Tc itself[154, 155]. 

Yolger [131] in his first measurements of the Hall effect in (Lal_xSr,)MnOJ. 

obtained a very low value for mobility in the paramagnetic state. The Hall 

coefficient is negative and the deduced electron concentration contradicts 

thermopower measurements. In the ferromagnetic state, Volger reported that the 

extraordinary Hall effect is small and negative and the upper limit obtained for 

mobility is only 10-5 m2 V-I S-I. Thirty years later, Tanaka et at. [156] reported Hall 

effect measurements on polycrystalline (LaOSCa02) Mn03. Because of the smallness 

of the signals, only an upper limit on the mobility edge could be estimated as 7x 1 0 -6 

m2y -IS -I at 300K. A similar mobility was measured in a crystal of (Ndo ,Pbo 5) 

MnOJ near re [157] and a carrier concentration of 5 x 1026 m -3 below lOOK was 

deduced. Liu et al., [158] reported successful Hall effect measurements on single 

crystals of Lao 65(PbCa)o 35Mn03 at 5K where the resistivities were in the micro 

ohm- meter range. The inferred electron density is typically metallic with 11/1:::: 1 O~'I 

m·3. The result is consistent with the density of states deduced from low temperature 
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heat capacity measurements that lead to a metallic density of states for a range of

polycrystalline samples [158].

Measurement of the electric field induced by a temperature gradient across a

sample provides complementary information to the resistivity. These have been

many measurements of the thermopower (S) of samples with x", 0.3, which exhibit a

metal-insulator transition [131, 159, 167]. There is strong magnetic field dependence

of S in the vicinity of T" which demonstrates that carriers are magnetic in character.

When a large positive anomaly is observed around Teo the thermopower is reduced

by the field [159, 165, 168]. At higher temperatures, when the thermopower has

become negative, the effect of the field is to reduce its absolute value [162]. Well

above T" the magnetic field has little effect on S, and it is thought that transport is

due to hopping and dielectric polarons [164].

The pressure dependence of S has been measured by Zhou and eo workers

[164.169]. who found that the large positive bump across T, is reduced in magnitude

as the Curie temperature is increased by pressure. Thermopower measurements were

carried out across the entire composition range for (Lar..Sr.) MnOJ [131], (Lau.Ca.)

MnOJ [170] and (Prl_,Cax) Mn03 [171] series. The Seebeck coefficient of Nd r)5(Sr.

Pb)o;MnOJ is negative for T> lOOK [165]. Likewise those of (Lau.Ca.) MnOJ and

(Lal_,Sr,) Mn03 become negative for x > 0.25 [172-174]. Cation deficient

(LaMn)l_oOJ shows a positive thermopower at all temperatures, indicating that the

holes are produced by cation deficiency [166,175].
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1.13 Variation of thermal conductivity and heat 

capacity during an M-I transition. 

1.13.1 Heat capacity 

The heat capacity of several ferromagnetic manganite compositions "lth x :::::: 0.3 

have been measured at low temperature [176-178]. There are also low t~mperature 

data on (Lal_xSr.,.) MnO) [176] for 0 ~ x ~ 0.3 and nonstoichiometric La\ln03 [179] 

as well as data as (Lal_xCa~) MnO) for T> 50K [180] and (Lao gCao 2) t-.1n03 for T> 

100 K [181]. In compounds of magnetic rare earths, the low temperaure specilic 

heat is dominated by single ion excitations of the rare earth. 

By fitting low temperature data on x :::::: 0.3 compositions of a non magnetic 

rare earth to just an electronic and a lattice term, of the form, 

C = rT + JJT} , ( 1.41 ) 

Coey and co-workers [182] deduced y = 5-8 mJ mor lK-2 which corresponds 

to a density of carriers at Fermilevel N(EJ-) = 3Xk~ of about 4 x 1O:! m-3 eV .1. 

This is a relatively high value for a metal, but the value of r is uncorreb:~d with the 

residual resistivity po that varies by several orders of magnitude in these c0mpounds. 

The low temperature heat capacity of the stoichiometric LaMnOj and end 

member has been fitted with T- 2, yJ and r terms, with the latter being ascribed to 

two-dimensional ferromagnetic magnons. A comparison of the two cation deficient 

(LaMn)I_(}O) samples, one ferromagnetic and other antiferromagnctic. shows an 

unexpectedly large heat capacity at low temperatures in both cases. )' is> 20 mJ 
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mor
J 
K-

2 
for both cases, which has been ascribed to a high density of localized states 

below the mobility edge [179]_ 

Heat capacity anomalies have been observed In the vicinity of the Curie 

temperatures for (Lal-xCa.,)MnOJ system, where a typical lambda anomaly IS 

observed or x ~ 0.33 [180,181]. The associated entropy of OAR In2 pcr mole IS 

attributed to the spin disorder entropy contribution due to charge localization above 

Te [180]. Heat capacity anomalies appear at the two-phase transition in samples with 

x ~ 0.5, one of which is associated with charge order and also at the 0 ~ 0' 

structural transition [181,182]. 

1.13.2 Thermal conductivity 

It has been reported that like the electrical conductivity, the thermal conductivity K 

exhibits an anomaly in the vicinity of re that can be modified by applied field [183]. 

It im:reases by 30% in 6T at 265K. An unusual positive temperature coefficient 

d %r > 0 above Te is associated with scattering from large dynamic lattice 

distortions accompanying charge transport near Te in the 'lnsu)atmg p'nu'5c. '\\'\:.'t\"u\ 

difTusivity has been measured in (Lao&lCaO.33) Mn03 [1841, where there is a broad 

dip near Te related to K and the magnetic part of the specific heat. 

Chen el al.. [185] measured the magnetothermal conductivity behaviour of 

polycrystalline (LaosCao.2)MnOJ' The temperature dependence of the thermal 

conductivity displays a striking dip, while the resistivity and the thermopower have a 

peak near 240 K. The temperature and field dependences of the thermal conductivity 

are attributed to the scattering of phonons by spin fluctuations. 
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CHAPTER 2

Experimental techniques

2.1 Introduction

Complete characterization of thermal properties of a material requires the

determination of thermal transport properties such as thermal conductivity as well as

specific heat capacity. Conventional techniques used to measure thermal

conductivity include the well-known steady state and transient methods [1-3].

Comparatively large size samples, typically greater than 5 mm] are needed for these

measurements, in order to obtain a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio, leading to

considerable temperature gradients being set up in the sample. These drawbacks

make these techniques unsuitable for studying critical thermal conductivity

behaviour near phase transitions. But, techniques for high-resolution measurement

of the specific heat capacity, on the other hand, are well established [4, 5].

Photothermal techniques have been applied to the measurement of thermal

parameters of liquids and solids. Configurations with a gas-microphone [6] and

piezoelectric transducer [7] have been used depending on the experimental

conditions. It has also been shown, under particular operating conditions that

photoacoustic (PA) technique allows for simultaneous determination of specific heat

(cp ) , thermal conductivity (K) and thermal diffusivity (a) [8]. Due to small

temperature perturbations introduced in the sample by this technique, it has been

possible to use PA technique to study the dynamic as well as the static critical



phenomena associated with thermal parameters near a liquid crystal phase transition 

;(9]. For low temperature studies, some restrictions are imposed on the use of the 

ps-microphone photoacoustic methods and considerable complication arises in the 

,cell design due to the presence of coupling fluid. These restrictions and 

i 
i complications are not present in configurations involving a pyroelectric detector. 
f 

! which therefore seems more appropriate for such studies. 

f Photopyroelectric technique has been used for the measurement of the 

!. thermal diffusivity (a) and heat capacity (cp ) of solids at room temperature using a 

t photopyroelectric (PPE) detector [10, 11]. Use of this technique for the simultaneous 

determination of thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity, thermal conductivity and 

heat capacity as a function of temperature would be highly informative since it 

would allow studies of critical behaviour of thermal parameters when the material 

undergoes a transition. Marinelli et at. [12] were quite successful in developing a 

technique for determining the thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity and specific 

heat capacity simultaneously at low temperatures with the pyroelectric detector kept 

in vacuum. At temperatures above room temperature, the boundary conditions 

involved in the theory of this method are not easy to satisfy. so that application of 

the method can lead to errors in measurement. 

In this chapter. we give details of a photopyroelectric technique for the 

simultaneous determination of thermal conductivity and speciiic heat capacity near 

solid-state phase transitions using a pyroelectric detector kept in contact with a 

thermally thick backing medium. The PPE technique has some distinct advantages 

such as its extreme simplicity, good sensitivity and ability to perform nondestructive 

probing over other photothermal methods. PPE spectroscopy is technically less 
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complex and less expensive than photoacoustic spectroscopy. In this measurement,

the sample is heated by a modulated light source on one side and the temperature

oscillations on the opposite side of the sample are detected by a pyroelectric

detector, supported on a copper backing. We try to measure all these thermal

parameters above room temperature with the pyroelectric detector kept in contact

with a thermally thick backing medium. Since the PPE signal depends on the

properties of the detector, which are also temperature dependent, an accurate

temperature calibration of the system need to be carried out. The advantage of a

thermally thick backing is that there will be sufficient heat exchange between the

heated pyroelectric detector and the backing, so that the signal fluctuations are

reduced to a minimum. This method can in principle, be adapted to all temperature

ranges for all samples and is not limited by thermal properties of the sample.

A brief outline of the principle of the method and the theory involved,

experimental details, details of detector calibration and results on few selected

samples are given in the following sections. Results on triglycine sulfate (TGS), a

sample that undergoes a para-ferroelectric phase transition above room temperature

are presented. A discussion of the applications and advantages of the technique is

given at the end.
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2.2. Simultaneous determination of thermal 

conductivity and heat capacity by PPE technique 

2.2.1 Principle of the technique 

The photopyroelectric effect is based on the use of a pyroelectric transducer to detect 

the temperature rise due to periodic heating of a sample by induced light. A one-

dimensional geometry of the type shown in Fig. 2.1(a) is assumed where g, s, d and 

b refer to the gas medium in front of the sample, the sample, the pyroelectric 

detector and the backing medium of the pyroelectric detector respectively. 

The temperature variations in the detector give rise to an electrical current. 

which is proportional to the rate of change of the average heat content, given by [13] 

(2.1 ) 

where P is the pyroelectric coefficient of the detector, A is the detector area and 

( 
1 )I.J 

B(I)= - fB(x,l)dx 
Ld 11 

(2.2) 

is the spatially averaged temperature variation over the detector thickness, Ld. 

Now, bearing in mind the fact that the observed signal output is affected 

by the impedance of the detector and subsequent detection electronics, we consider 

an equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.1 (b). Here the pyroelectric detector is described 

as an ideal current source with a parallel leakage resistance Rd and a capacitance Cl 

supported on a backing having an equivalent parallel load resistance Rh and 

capacitance Cb. while the detection electronics is represented by an input capacitance 

Ce and a parallel load resistance Re. Since the backing material is assumed to be of 
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copper. the resistance and capacitance values of the detection electronics get altered 

depending on the resistance and capacitance values of the backing. 

Light) 

g s p b 

Fig. 2.l(a): Onc-dimensional geometry of the PPE set up 
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Fig. 2.l(b): Equivalent circuit for the (i) photopyrolectric transducer (ii) the copper 

backing and (iii) the detection electronics 
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For an optically opaque sample and pyroelectric detector. the complex 

amplitude of the output signal in frequency domain is given by [13] 

V( I) = (j~Jif P.RA B( f ))exP( j2:r If) 
I+jflj· 

(2.3) 

where .f.= 2:r~C' with ~ = (_1_ +_1 + _I ) and C = (Cd + Ce + CJ and I is the 
R R" Rh Re 

modulation frequency. 

The function () ({) is given by [12] 

(2.4) 

where 

(2.5) 

The subscripts refer to the respective media indicated In Fig. 2.1 (a). In 

general, we define the various parameters in Eq. (2.4) as 

p,= J "a; = the thennal diffusion length of the respective media with 
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(i = s, d, b or g); 

.r, = ~ = critical frequency at which the respective medium goes from a 
;rL-, 

thermally thin to a thermally thick regime, 

L; = thickness of the respective medium 

b,,= ~ = ratio of thermal effusivities of the media i and} 
c, 

I p, = - = optical absorption coefficient, f..l p, being the optical 
Ill! , 

absorption length of the respective medium. 

'7., = fraction of absorbed radiation converted to heat (nonradiative 

quantum efficiency of the sample) and is assumed to bel. 

For a thermally thick sample, with f..ls < Ls , and thermally thick pyroelectric, 

with J.1d < Ld, the expressions for the PPE amplitude and phase give expressions for 

the values of the thermal diffusivity and effusivity, which allow a simultaneous 

determination of thermal conductivity and heat capacity if the sample density p, is 

known. 

The expressions for the temperature dependent PPE amplitude and phase 

under the above conditions are given by 
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J.( f.T) = -fan-Ir 1..) -(Jtr f I. ) L (2.6b) 
If' . f I aJT ) .• 

where T is the temperature and Cpd and Pd are the heat capacity (at constant pressure) 

and density of the PPE detector respectively. 

From these two expressions, it is clear that the sample thermal diffusivity as 

can be calculated from the phase of the PPE signal, which when substituted in the 

expression for PPE amplitude gives the thermal effusivity of the sample. From these 

the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the sample can be calculated from the 

following relations 

KJT) = eJT )JaJT) (2.7a) 

c (T) = eJT) 
P' pJT )JaJT) 

(2. 7b) 

Since all the parameters in equations (2.6a) and (2.6b) are temperature 

dependent, a temperature calibration of the PPE detector is necessary here. All the 

thermal parameters can be calculated as a function of the sample temperature. 

provided the temperature dependence of the pyroelectric detector parameters are 

known. 
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2.2.2 Calibration of the set up

In order to determine e, (T) and a, (T) from the PPE amplitude and phase we need to

know the temperature dependence of fc, ed and the factor
PrT)

after

considering the backing medium as thermally thick in the present experiments.

2.2.2(a) Frequency dependence of PPE signal

Fig. 2.2 shows the room temperature PPE signal amplitude versus frequency

obtained using the pyroelectric transducer itself as the sample. Each point in the

graph is an average of four measurements. Error bars are indicated and the

maximum error in each measurement is less than 1%. The sample is considered to be

thermally thin within the scanned frequency range such that

exp( ±(I + j)(~l[/;; ) L,J'" I. The backing material used IS copper and the

equivalent resistance and capacitance of the detection electronics are 100 MQ and

800 pF respectively. Moreover, since the transducer is in air, b,g » 1.

So, application of these two conditions in Eq. (2.3) and (2.4) reduces the equation to

a more simplified form.

If we define

and

~ (j) = [/0.. (bhd + I)+e -J1t", (bhd - I)] cos ~L
F,(j) =[eOC (bhd + I) - e-J1t" (bhd - I)] Sin)L
F, = AP Rlort,

. 2Pd Cd L,

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

(2.8c)

Equation (2.3) gets simplified to
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In a frequency region, where j»fcd' pyroelectric detector is thermally thick

and j»j" so that the approximation

100

>a 90
~.,
-e
::-';;' 80
a
"t.1J

t 70

60

o
.

10

,
20 30

Frequency (Hz)

,
40 50

Fig. 2.2(a): Variation ofPPE amplitude with frequency ofPVDF film
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Fig. 2.2(b): Variation ofPPE phase with frequency ofPVDF film

So substituting these in Eq. (2.9a) we get

vU) - F, (f;j) (2.10)

The data in Fig. (2.2) shows frequency dependence according to Eq. (2.10) for

frequencies greater than 20 Hz, because we are using a 28 urn PVDF film in our

measurements.

On the other hand, iff«lee andf«led (thermally thin pyroelectric), it can

be assumed that exp ( ±~/J:d)'" 1± ~ /, . Bearing in mind that whenf«/;". hhd

» 1 comes to play as in the case of copper as the backing medium and from Eq.

(2.9a). the PPE signal amplitude becomes
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(2.11 )

So a slope of 0.5 is clearly evident in Fig. (2.2) for frequencies smaller than 20 Hz.

These two observations confirm the validity of the theory developed from the

simple equivalent representation of the pyroelectric detector and the detection

electronics and suggest that Icd and Ice should be in the frequency range between 10

Hz and 20 Hz to make the sample and pyroelectric to be thermally thick. Also. since

f -I dependence for PPE amplitude for f > 20 Hz, indicates that bbd remains

essentially constant over the temperatures of interest, so that we can assume the

room temperature value of bbd to be valid throughout the entire temperature range.

Similar frequency scans using a ,B-PVDF pyroelectric transducer in contact

with an optically opaque and thermally thin sample (very thin metal electrode) using

air as the backing medium (bbd- 0), have been reported by Coufal et af. [14]. They

observed nearly constant PPE signal amplitude in the frequency region where f «

fed and r«fee. But for bbd - 0, substitution in Eq. (2.9a) gives. .,

(2.l2a)

(2.12b)

which is the frequency response of a low pass filter withlce as the cut off frequency.

From Eq. (2. 12a), it follows that the PPE signal amplitude remains constant even in

the region where the transducer is thermally thin. This means that even if the thermal

diffusion length in the pyroelectric is greater than the thickness of the pyroelectric.

there is very little heat exchange with the backing medium.
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f.2 2(b) Temperature calibration 

J pm 
fine temperature dependence of the factor ---- appearing in Eq. (2.5a) can 

p,lT)crAT) f 

f 
jbe isolated by considering the case of a thermally thin PVDF film as the sample on a 

/lhermallY thin detector, as considered above. The modulation frequency in this 

I calibration is limited to less than 20 Hz to ensure that both the PVDF film as well as 
,. 

f the detector is thermally thin. Since we are considering a thermally thin sample. the 
I 

/

' effect of the thermally thick backing with the condition hbd > 1 must be incorporated 

in to Eq. (2.4). Then the general expression for the PPE amplitude (Eq. 2.4); Then 
! 

(2.13a) 

with IS I (f )1 = exp( R:) b "" cos( R:) (2.13b) 

It is clear from this expression that the parameter bbd is a decisive one In the 

calibration of the detector. 

Fig. (2.3) shows the temperature variation of PPE amplitude and phase in the 

temperature range -173 QC to 65 Qc. As seen from Fig. (2.3), the phase of the 

pyroelectric detector remains essentially constant with temperature in the 

temperature range of interest, so that the temperature dependence of .fc can be 

neglected. 

Since the equivalent resistance of the detector has a constant value at room 

temperature, the temperature dependence of the amplitude of the PPE signal is 

assumed to be entirely due to the factor P(T) 
p,,(T)c p,,(T) 
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Fig. 2.3: Temperature dependence of PPE amplitude and phase of a PVDF 

film 

On normalizing the amplitude with respect to the room temperature value where all 

the detector parameters are known, we get 

(2.14 ) 

where T() is the room temperature. The variation of P(T) in the temperature 
p.lT)c ",,(T) 

range of interest is shown in Fig. (2.4). 
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In order to determine the temperature dependence of ed, the thermal effusivity of the 

pyroelectric detector, we consider a thermally thin sample (f..Is> Ls) whose thermal 

parameters are known at all temperatures of interest and satisfying the condition 

'XP[ ± (J;: , )] ~ I ± J J;:, . As a thermally thin sample, we have used a brass disc 

of thickness 0.6 mm and the frequency of measurement is kept at a value less than 

20 Hz. At this frequency the pyroelectric detector is also thermally thin so that 

exp[ ±(J;:,/)] ~ I ± JJ;:,/. The variation of the thermal effusivity of PVDF 

detector with temperature is found out by considering Eq. (2.3) and applying the 

above condition with hbd > I so that the expression for PPE amplitude becomes 
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with A(T) = pJT )c"JT )L, JJrj 
e,JT) 

(2.15a) 

(2.15b) 

From this expression the variation of thermal effusivity of PVDF detector 

with temperature throughout the temperature range of interest has been calculated. 

This is also plotted in Fig 2.4. It is seen that the value of ed is in good agreement 

with the value already reported in literature [15], proving that the assumptions made 

are correct. 

2.3 PPE spectrometer 

In this subsection, the experimental set up for the photopyroelectric technique is 

described. The application of this technique for the determination of thermal 

diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity (Cl') 

are outlined in detail. 

A basic PPE spectrometer consists of a radiation source of sufficient 

intensity, a light intensity modulator, PPE cell in which the sample is placed with the 

PPE detector and a signal-processing unit. The basic instrumentation has been 

modified by different workers depending on their application areas. Details of 

various models in a PPE spectrometer, including those of our set up are outlined 

below. 

2.3.1 Radiation source 

The important parameters for the selection of the light source are the available 

power per usable bandwidth, the wavelength range, tunability and the ease of 
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intensity modulation. Both coherent and incoherent sources are widely used. Arc 

lamps and lasers are the popular types of light sources currently used in PPE 

experiments. Continuous tunability from infrared to ultraviolet can be provided by 

suitable lamp-monochromator combination. High-pressure Xe arc lamps, high

pressure Hg lamps, tungsten lamps etc. are the commonly used incandescent 

sources. The relatively low bandwidth-throughput product is the major drawback of 

these sources. Since the strength of the PPE signal is found to be proportional to the 

intensity of radiation, optical sources should have high spectral radiance. The high 

peak power available from pulsed lasers is especially attractive for measuring very 

weak absorption, but the limited tunability is the main drawback of laser sources in 

PPE experiments. 

In our experiments we have used a 120 m W He-Cd laser of wavelength A = 

442 nm, as the optical heating source. 

2.3.2 Modulation 

For the generation of PPE signal, modulation of the incident light beam is essential. 

Either amplitude or frequency of the incident beam can be modulated. Amplitude 

modulation is the most commonly used one because it can be accomplished by 

relatively inexpensive mechanical chopping methods. The depth of modulation 

using a mechanical chopper is nearly 100 %. As we know, the major disadvantage of 

PPE spectroscopy is its susceptibility to synchronous acoustic noise [16]. So care 

should be taken to minimize the vibration noise, which may interfere with the PPE 

signal and can't be filtered away even by lock-in detection. So isolation of the 

mechanical chopping system form the optical table that supports the rest of the 

instrumentation needs to be done. 
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We have used a mechanical chopper (Model No. SR 540) for the intensity 

modulation of the laser beam, in our experiments. The experiments have been set up 

on a vibration free table to reduce noise pick up . 

. 
~2.3.3 The PPE cell 

,lA photopyroelectric cell which can be used over a wide range of temperatures has 
I. 

" rbeen designed and fabricated with which measurements can be made from 90 K to 
ft , 
: 350 K. The sample geometry is schematically shown in Fig. (2.5). The sample 
, 

.compartment is made of copper rod in the form of a cold finger, one end of which is 

. in contact with liquid nitrogen chamber and to the other end a heater is wound. The 

sample cell is having a copper base, which forms the backing for the PPE detector. 

The sample cell is sealed against vacuum outside '0' rings made of indium (for 10\\' 

temperature measurements) or silicone rubber (for high temperature and room 

temperature measurements). A cross-section of the sample chamber is shown in Fig, 

(2.6). The whole arrangement is kept in a metallic outer chamber of inner diameter 

25cm and wall thickness 5mm. as in Fig. (2.7). The sample chamber is connected to 

the outer chamber by means of a thread, provided at one end of the cold finger. The 

sample temperature is detected with a platinum resistance sensor placed close to the 

sample inside the chamber. 
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Fig. 2.6: Cross-sectional view of the PPE sample holder 

I. PVDF detector 2. Sample 3. Glass window 4. Copper ring 5. Teflon outer cover 
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1 

Fig. 2.7 Schcmatic diagram of the PPE cell 

J. PVDF detcctor 2. Sample 3. Glass window 4. Copper ring 5. Tetlon outer CO\'cr 
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2.3.4 PPE detector 

The heart of the PPE spectrometer is the PPE detector using which the temperature 

variations arising in the sample due to optical irradiation (and absorption) can be 

detected with high accuracy. The necessary condition, for the choice of transducers 

to detect the thermal waves generated in the sample, is that it should be a 

pyroelcctric material. Pyroelectricity is essentially the manifestation of spontaneous 

polarization dependence on temperature in certain non-centrosymmetric anisotropic 

solids. If there is a small change of temperature, the pyroelectric material becomes 

electrically polarized and a voltage arises between certain directions in the material. 

On placing a sample on the top of the pyroelectric (PE) film. the average 

temperature change in the film is approximately equal to the temperature changes at 

the interface between the sample and the sensor. It is then evident that the time 

response of the sensor is related to the time of the heat diffusion across the sample 

and in addition. the time required to reach thermal equilibrium within the PE film 

after thermal deexcitation. So one can obtain short time resolution by decreasing the 

thicknesses of the sample and the PE film [17]; so the type of PE measurements that 

one wants to perform determine the thickness of the pyroelectric detector. 

Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), Lithium tantalate (LiTa03) are the most 

commonly used detectors. If short time responses are not needed. a thicker PE 

sensor can be used in order to have stronger signals as well as better signal-noise 

ratio. 

A 28 Ilm thick PVDF film with pyroelectric coefficient P = 0.25 x 10 -x 

V/cm-K at room temperature has been used as the pyroelectric detector in our 
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measurements. The room temperature values of pyroelectric detector resistance and 
\ 

. capacitance are 50 GO and 750 pF respectively [15]. 

2.3.5 Signal detection 

. The generated PE signal can be monitored directly with the appropriate electronic 

circuitry. In practical detection electronics the observed signal is, however, affected 

by the impedance of the sensor and electronics. In order to maximize the signal to 

noise ratio. the signal from the detector should be processed by an amplifier tuned to 

the chopping frequency. Generally, a phase sensitive lock-in detection is used for 

this purpose. Also by lock-in detection. the ampjitude and phase of the PE signa) can 

be measured and by using a dual phase lock-in amplifier, the measurements can be 

more easily when both amplitude and phase vary simultaneously. 

We have used a dual phase lock-in amplifier (Stanford Researh Systems. 

Model SR 830) in our measurements. 

2.4. Experimental details 

A photopyroelectric set up of the type shown in Fig.2. 8 has been used in the 

present work. The sample is attached to the pyroelectric detector by means of a 

thermally thin layer of a heat sink compound whose contribution to the signal is 

negligible. The pyroelectric detector attached to the sample is placed on a thermally 

thick backing medium (copper) which satisfies the boundary condition hhd> 1. The 

frequency of modulation of the light beam is kept above 30 Hz to ensure that the 

PVDF film. the sample and the backing medium are all thermally thick during 

measurements. The signal output is measured with a lock-in amplifier having 10MD 

input resistance and 50pF input capacitance. Since the backing material is copper 
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instead of air or vacuum. the equivalent resistance and capacitance may be as high as

100 MD and 800 pF respectively. So the equivalent resistance is reduced to 10 MD

by using an additional parallel resistance to shift the value off< to the required range

as per the assumptions made in the theory.

He-Cd Laser

120mW

r--r----
l-< eD

Q) 0- ~ :::
p. " :.g------- - - -- § Q)

~OPtiCal Chopper

~ "Q) '"<;I) Q P4
'-L--

I
I

I

Lock in Amplifier

Fig. 2.8: Block diagram of the photopyroelectric set up

The sample-detector-backing assembly has been enclosed in a chamber whose

temperature can be varied and controlled as desired. Measurements as a function of

temperature have been made at a heating rate of approximately 0.5 KJmin. and data

collected in every 2 K interval normally and at closer intervals near the transition

point. The temperature is measured with a platinum sensor placed close to the

sample inside the chamber. The PPE amplitude and phase obtained at different

modulation frequencies are measured with the lock-in amplifier.
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2.5. Calibration of the cell

In order to determine whether the method gives accurate results, we carried out a

series of measurements on selected samples whose thermal parameters are already

known. The thermal conductivities and heat capacities of a number of such samples

have been determined. The results are shown in Table 2.1. Averages of four

amplitude and / or phase measurements have been used to calculate the parameters

quoted in the table. The values of an K, and cl'S at room temperature obtained

simultaneously by employing the present technique agree very well with the ones

already reported in the literature [18,19], establishing the reliability and accuracy of

the technique. Taking into account various uncertainties in the measurements. the

overall uncertainties in the values of an K, and cl'S are estimate to be ± 1%.

We have also measured the thermal diffusivity, thermal conductivity and

heat capacity of a copper sample at temperatures between 160 K and 330 K. The

results are shown in Fig. 2. I0 and 2.11. The thermal thicknesses have been ensued

by plotting PPE amplitude and phase (Fig. 2.9(a) and 2.9(b)) at various

temperatures. The values of heat capacity and thermal conductivity agree very well

with the values reported in literature [19].

Our main interest has been the measurement of changes in thermal

conductivity and heat capacity across solid-state phase transitions. We give results

of our measurements on Triglycine SuIfate (TGS), a ferroelectric crystal that

undergoes a para-ferroelectric phase transition at 49.4 QC.
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p,6 Results on TGS 

2.6.1 Properties of TGS 

tTriglycine sui fate (TGS) is a very well known ferroelectric crystal that is very 

finteresting from fundamental physics as well as technological points of view. The 
! 
! 
{ferrOelectric behaviour at room temperature in single crystals of TGS and 

risomorphOus TGSe (Triglycine Selenate) has been discovered by Mathias el al. way 

1\ back in 1956 [20]. TGS [(NH2CH2COOH)3H2,SO",-] is a uniaxial ferroelectric crystal 

r with Curie temperature about 322.6 K. The crystal is monoclinic both above and 

!' below the transition temperature [21, 22]. The transition is second order order-

disorder type one. Below Te the space group of the crystal is P 2, and above Te it 

changes to P2,/m that is centrosymmetric and is piezoelectric. In the ferroelecric 

phase. the spontaneous polarization is directed along the Y axis. TGS is used as a 

model system for the study of second order phase transitions through the critical 

region. The technological importance of TGS is primarily due to its pyroelectric 

properties. It is a widely used material in pyroelectric devices such as IR imaging 

sensors. 

A great deal of work has already been done on the physical properties of 

TGS, The piezoelectric, electrostrictive and low frequency elastic properties of TGS 

have been thoroughly investigated by Ikeda el of. [23]. The static ferroelectric 

properties near the phase transition temperature have been studied in detail by 

several workers [24. 25]. Detailed theoretical studies on the acoustic as well as 

specific heat data have been carried out by several workers in the transition region 
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'with a goal of verifying experimentally the logarithmic corrections in certain critical 

I quantities as predicted by theory [26, 27]. 
r 
t 

TGS possesses very attractive pyroelectric properties and has the basic 
I 

I pyroelectric figure of merit PIK::::: 1.1 X 10-5 C m-2 K- 1 where P is the pyroelectric 

! t coefficient and K is the dielectric constant of the crystal. A drawback of TGS crystal 

is its spontaneous polarization. A suggestion to get over this problem has been to 

dope TGS with foreign ions. Several dielectric and related studies have been donc 

on TGS crystals doped with various dopants to understand the effect of doping on 

the properties of this material [28-33]. 

We have carried out phototopyroelectric measurements of the thcrmal 

parameters of TGS along the three principal crystallographic directions. The 

anisotropy obtained in thermal conductivity of triglycine suI fate indicate the 

potential of this technique to study the thermal parameters during phase transitions. 

2.6.2 Sample preparation 

Single crystals of triglycine sulfate for the present studies have been grown by the 

slow evaporation of the aqueous solutions at constant temperature of about 39 (Jc. 

All the crystals have been grown in the ferroelectric phase. TGS crystals are grow'n 

by the chemical reaction 

The crystal morphology of TGS is given in Fig.2.12. The lattice parameters 

ofTGS are a = 9.15 A, b = 12.69 A, c = 5.73 A and f3 = 105.40. The faces are 

identified from crystal morphology [21] by measuring the interfacial angles using 

a contact goniometer. 
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cllZ 

bllY 

tFig. 2.12: Morphology of a TGS single crystal 

The so obtained crystal has been cut and polished and platelets of the crystal of 

. thickness 0.3 mm have been cut with faces normal to the a, b, and c axes so that the 

direction of propagation of thermal waves is along one of the axes. A very thin layer 

of carbon black from a benzene flame has been carefully coated onto the illuminated 

surface of the sample to enhance its optical absorption. Measurements as outlined 

already have been carried out as a function of temperature from room temperature 

2.6.3 Results and Discussion 

The sample's thermal thickness has been verified by plotting the PPE amplitude and 

phase against frequency, at a number of temperatures between room temperature and 

55°C. The results for the a-, b- and c-axis are plotted in figures 2.13 - 2.15. 
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The f -I dependence of the PPE amplitude has been obtained at a number of 

temperatures, including two above the phase transition point. 

The variations of PPE amplitude and phase as functions of temperature have 

been measured keeping the chopping frequency fixed at 40 Hz. The results along the 

b-axis are given in 2.16(a) and 2.16(b). From these the thermal diffusivity «(1,) and 

effusivity (cs) along the h-axis at TGS have been determined as functions of 

temperature. These are shown in Fig. 2.17. The temperature variation of Ks along the 

h-axis and cp.1 determined as already described are shown in Fig. 2.18. The heat 

capacity results presented in Fig. 2.18 agree very well (in absolute numbers) with 

those already reported in literature [34]. Since data on the variation of thermal 

conductivity across the phase transition point in TGS could not be found in 

literature, a direct comparison could not be made. It may be noted that the thermal 

conductivity along the h-axis takes a minimum value at the transition point. 

The variations of PPE amplitude and phase along the ({- and c- axis are given 

in Fig. 2.19(a), 2.19(b), 2.20(a) and 2.20(b) respectively. Measurements of the 

thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity, thermal conductivity and specific heat along 

the a and C axes across the phase transition temperature are plotted in Fig. 2.21 -

2.24. It is seen that the maximum anomaly during the phase transition is along the h

direction. It is the direction of spontaneous polarization and is in agreement with 

thermal diffusivity measurements along different axes [29] reported earlier [35]. 
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2.7 Conclusions

Our results indicate that the PPE technique presented in this work is a powerful

method for simultaneously measuring the thermal conductivity and heat capacity of

a solid as functions of temperature. The technique is capable of making thermal

conductivity measurements around critical points accurately, where conventional

heat conduction methods face practical limitations. The technique can be used to

investigate anisotropy in thermal conductivity of crystalline media. The improved

sample boundary conditions assumed in this work allow one to make the

measurements at all temperatures, the only limitation being the sensitivity to

temperature and possible physical damage suffered by the detector at elevated

temperatures.
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CHAPTER 3

Thermal properties of Glycine phosphite

single crystals

3.1 Introduction

The a-aminoacid glycine forms addition compounds with several inorganic

materials, especially inorganic acids. Some of them exhibit ferroelectric I

ferroelastic phase transitions with interesting dielectric and elastic properties. The

familiar ferroelectrics in this category include triglycine sulphate (TGS), triglycine

selenate (TGSe), triglycine fluroberyllate (TGFBe) etc. [I]. A few betaine

compounds have also been investigated for their ferroelectric, antiferroelectric and

ferroelastic properties. The most well studied in this class is betaine phosphite

[(CH3)3NCH2COOH3P03] which exhibits atleast two phase transitions at 355K and

216K, with the lower temperature leading to a ferroelectric phase [2]. Glycine

phosphite [NHJCH2COOHJP03], abbreviated as GPI, is a recently developed

ferroelectric crystal in this category, which has been explored for its ferroelectric

phase transitions [3].

Glycine phosphite is a representative hydrogen bonded ferroelectric crystal

of phosphorous acid with an aminoacid, similar to betaine phosphite. Both these

crystals are characterized by a typical layered structure [3, 4]. These crystals belong

to the monoclinic system with similar space groups P2 tla and P2 tlc for GPI and BPI

respectively. The main structural difference between GPI and BPI lies in that the

phosphite chains are oriented parallel and perpendicular to the b-axis in BPI and GPI



respectively. The GPI crystal has unit cell dimensions a = 9.792 A, b = 8.487 A, c =

7.411 A and f3 = 100.43° and has four molecules per unit cell [3]. Spontaneous

polarization of GPI appears along the b-axis.

The main structural feature of this crystal is that its atomic arrangement has a

typical layer organization. Planes built by the phosphoric entities alternate with

planes containing the organic group. These two layers develop parallel to the be

planes and are separated by a distance of a12. Inside the phosphoric layers, the

H(HP03f groups form an infinite chain along the crystallographic c-axis to which

the amino acids are attracted by strong hydrogen bonds. The projection of the crystal

structure, as viewed along the b-axis is given in Fig. 3.1. The phosphite anions are

mutually linked by two kinds of strong double well potential hydrogen bonds (of

lengths 0.2482nm and 0.25I8nm) with equally populated wells at room temperature.

The phosphite layers as interconnected by glycine ions forming three hydrogen

bonds (of lengths 0.2861nm, 0.2875nm and 0.2899nm) to the phosphite oxygens via

- NH3 group from one side and single bond (of length 0.2598nm) via acidic oxygen

from the opposite side.

Dielectric measurements performed on GPI crystal along the b-axis (polar

axis for the monoclinic crystal) reveal a large anomaly in dielectric constant (s) at

224.7 K, giving a clear indication of the transition temperature [5, 6]. The maximum

value of spontaneous polarization Ps along its polar axis is about 5xlO ·23 Cm -2,

which is considerably smaller in comparison to other crystals of the family as BPI

[2]. The b-axis of GPI is perpendicular to infinite chains of hydrogen bonded

phosphite anions, similar to that observed in KDP family crystals [7]. Hence, the

ordering of hydrogen bonds along the c-axis results in the appearance of
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I 
spontaneous polarization along the b-direction. Also any change in the phosphite 

. layers which can appear as a result of proton ordering in the hydrogen bond, will 

t influence the glycine orientation. 
I 
I 
i 

f 

Fig. 3.1: Projection of crystal structure of GPI when viewed along the b-axis 
(Circles, in decreasing order of size represent N, 0, C and H atoms 
respectively 

The activation energy for GPI crystal is estimated to be L1E = 17 kJ/ mol 

which is more than three times higher than other ferroelectric crystals in which the 

mechanism of paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition is connected only with the 

ordering of protons in the strong hydrogen bonds. This suggests that the dynamic~ of 

the organic sub lattice (glycinium cations) of GPI could play a vital role in the long 

range ordering of the crystal. With the slowing of the glycine NH3 + group rotations. 
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the ordering of these protons takes place as seen in EPR measurements [8J, as a 

result of which the GPI crystal undergoes a phase transition at 224 K. Several 

macroscopic and microscopic properties of GPI have been investigated by 

researchers to elucidate the mechanism underlying the phase transition [6, 8, 9-12J. 

Ho'wever, investigations on the thermal properties of this crystal have not been 

reported. 

In this chapter, we glve a systematic study of the variations in thermal 

parameters- thermal diffusivity (a) thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) 

and heat capacity (cp ) - of GPI single crystal along the three principal directions, 

when the crystal undergoes the para-ferroelectric phase transition, employing an 

improved photopyroelectric (PPE) technique [13]. Details of the experimental 

results obtained and discussion of the results are outline in the following sections. 

3.2 Sample preparation 

Single crystals of glycine phosphite are grown by the slow cooling of an equimolar 

solution of glycine [NH2CH2COOH] (AR grade) and orthophosphorous acid 

[H3P03] solution (Aldrich). Prior to growth, GPI was re-crystallized for nearly 4-5 

hours to yield purified materials. Slow cooling from a temperature of about 35°C to 

29°C at a rate of 0.02°C / hour is achieved with a programmable temperature 

controller having a cooling rate of O.OIoC / hour. Crystals as large as 50 x 35 x 30 

mm3 have been grown by this method. Transparent good quality crystals so obtained 

are used in the present investigations. 

The crystallographic directions of the crystal are identified by X-ray 

diffraction technique (XRD). The complete morphology of GPl crystal has been 
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generated using XRSHAPE software after measuring the interfacial angles using a

contact goniometer and is given in Fig. 3.2. The crystallographic band c axes are

selected as the crystal physical Yand Z-axes respectively but the crystal physical X-

axis lies in the (010) plane making an angle 10.43° to the crystallographic a-axis (j3

= 100.43°). The coordinate system chosen for measurement is not orthogonal, such

that the (lOO) plane is normal to the crystallographic a-axis.
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Fig. 3.2: Complete morphology of Glycine phosphite (GP I) single crystal

The oriented crystals are cut with a slow speed diamond wheel saw such that

they have faces perpendicular to the [100], [010] and [001] directions or the

crystallographic a-, b- and c- axes respectively. The samples are carefully polished,

initially with water and finally with alumina powder, to get good surface finish. The

samples prepared for the photopyroelectric measurements have a thickness of '"

0.3mm. The density of the sample is measured to be 1.722 gem'). A very thin layer

of' carbon black from a benzene flame has been carefully coated on to the

illuminated surface of each sample to enhance its optical absorption.
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3.3 Experimental details

An improved photopyroelectric technique has been used to determine the thermal

parameters of GPI single crystal. In this measurement, a thermally thick pyroelectric

detector film is attached to one side of the sample, which is also thermally thick and

the combination is mounted on a thermally thick backing medium. The other side of

the sample is illuminated by an intensity-modulated beam of light, which gives rise

to periodic temperature variations by optical absorption. The thermal waves so

generated propagate through the sample and are detected by the pyroelectric

detector.

A 120mW He-Cd laser of wavelength I. = 442nm (KIMMON), intensity

modulated by a mechanical chopper has been used as the optical heating source.

Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film of thickness 28}!m, both sides coated with

Ni-Cr film, with pyroelectric coefficient P = 0.25 X 10-8 Vcm·1K-1 is used as the

pyroelectric detector. The detector is supported on a thermally thick backing

medium, made of copper. The sample-detector-backing assembly has been enclosed

in a chamber whose temperature can be varied and controlled as desired. The signal

output is measured using a lock-in amplifier (SR 830). The frequency of modulation

of the light is kept above 30Hz to ensure that the detector, the sample and the

backing medium are thermally thick during the measurements. The thermal

thickness of the GPI sample in this experiment has been verified by plotting the PPE

amplitude and phase with frequency at different temperatures between room

temperature and 180 K, along three principal directions are given in figures 3.3(a).

3.3(b), 3.4(a), 3.4(b), 3.5(a) and 3.5(b) respectively.
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Measurements have been carried out illuminating the three cut sample faces

so that the propagation of the thermal wave is along one of the symmetry axes.

Measurement of the PPE signal phase and amplitude enable one to determine the

thermal diffusivity (defined as a = K / pep, p being the density) and effusivity

(defined as e = (Kpep)ll2) respectively [13]. From the measured values of a and e, K

and cp of the sample are determined. A careful calibration of the experimental set up

and procedure has been done prior to carry out the measurements, as described in

detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The measurements as a function of temperature

have been made at a heating rate of approximately 0.5 Kmin -I and data collected in

every 1K interval normally and at closer intervals near the transition point. The

temperature is measured with a platinum sensor placed close to the sample inside the

chamber.

3.4 Results and discussion

Figures 3.6(a), 3.6(b), 3.7(a), 3.7(b), 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) show the variation of PPE

amplitude and phase of GPI single crystal along the a-, b- and c- axes of the crystal.

It is seen that, in all the three directions, PPE amplitude and phase reflect the para

ferroelectric phase transition at 224 K.

Figures 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the variation of thermal diffusivity and

thermal effusivity with temperature along the a-, b- and c- axes of GPl single

crystal.
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As seen in figures, the thennal diffusivity follows the same pattern as PPE 

phase and decreases up to the point of para-ferroelectric phase transition at T = 

224K, in agreement with the already reported value of transition temperature. At the 

transition temperature, there is a peak and there after thermal diffusivity steadily 

decreases with temperature. The thennal effusivity exhibits an opposite behaviour. It 

increases with temperature up to the transition point. At the transition temperature. 

there is a minimum in the thennal effusivity value but thereafter it increases steadily 

with temperature. Taking into account, the various limitations of the measurements. 

the overall uncertainties in the values of a and e are estimated to be ± 1%. 

Figure 3.12 shows the variation of heat capacity of GPI single crystal as a 

function of temperature. The phase transition in GPI is reflected clearly in the 
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temperature variation of heat capacity as a clear anomaly at the transition point. 

These heat capacity results agree with the DSC measurements reported earlier [6]. 

As we can see, there is no direction dependence for heat capacity. 
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Fig. 3.12: Variation of heat capacity with temperature of GPI single crystal 

Figure 3.13 shows the temperature variation of thermal conductivity along 

the three symmetry axes (a, b and c) of GP!. Thermal conductivity exhibits 

signi ficant anisotropy as is evident from Fig. 3.13. A study of anisotropy in thermal 

conductivity enables one to draw important conclusions regarding intermolecular 

forces in the crystal. With such an intention, we have plotted the thermal 

conductivity ellipsoids for the b-c, a-c and a-b planes. 
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The characteristic representation of quadric for thennal conductivity is given by [14] 

(3.1 ) 

where K,} are the thennal conductivity tensor and n are the direction cosines. 

When we refer to the principal axes, we have 

(3.2) 

K" K2 and K3 are always positive and hence this represents the thennal conductivity 

ellipsoid. 

Figures 3.14(a), 3.14(b) and 3.14(c) represent the projection of the thermal 

conductivity quadric lying in the b-c, a-c and a-b planes, when viewed along the G-, 

b- and c axes of the crystal respectively. 
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The thermal conductivity ellipsoid is a prolate one, both above and below the 

para-ferroelectric phase transition temperature for the b-c and a-c planes, where as 

for the a-b plane, it is similar to a spheroid, inferring that the values of a- and h

axes thermal conductivities have close values, as expected, whereas the c-axis 

thermal conductivity is much smaller. 

The difference between band c axes thermal conductivities can be attributed 

to the orientation dependence of the intermolecular forces in the crystal. It is seen 

that the maximum thermal conduction occurs in the direction of predominant 

covalent bonding, which is along the b-axis, where as minimum thermal conduction 

occurs in a direction perpendicular to the chains of glycine molecules connected by 

hydrogen bonding. The nature of the temperature dependence is similar for all the 

three directions. 

Anisotropy III thermal conduction can be explained as follows. In the 

structure of GPI, planes containing infinite chains of phosphite H (H P03 ) ;;- anions 

alternate with those built by the organic cations. These two types of layers are 

parallel to the crystallographic b-c plane, i.e. they are arranged alternatively in the {/

direction. This layer arrangement corresponds to the direction of weak coupling in 

the crystal. Within the phosphite layers, H (H PO)) - groups are mutually linked by 

hydrogen bonds forming infinite chains extending along the crystallographic c-axis. 

The inter-molecular and intra-molecular interactions, which are also hydrogen 

bonded, are stronger along the b-axis. Correspondingly, thermal conductivity is high 

in this direction. So, the orientation dependence of the strength of the hydrogen 

bonds in the system may be responsible for the observed anisotropy in thernlal 

conductivity. 
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A recent report [15] on the thermal expansion coefficient a of GPI in the 

para electric phase shows a relatively large thermal expansion coefficient along the 

c-axis, corresponding to the weak hydrogen bonded direction, while the strong 

intermolecular forces along the b-direction supports its low yalue in this direction. 

This is good agreement with the ultrasonic investigation of elastic constants of GPI 

crystal, reporting similar anisotropy in elastic properties with the stiffness constant 

ell (corresponding to b-axis) being high, while CII and C33 are low, in accordance 

t with the bonding scheme in the crystal lattice [12]. 

~ We can thus conclude by saying that the results on the temperature variation 

of thermal properties ofOPI are in tune with other measurements [6,12] confirming 

the occurrence of an order-disorder type para-ferroelectric phase transition at 224K 

in GPI crystals. 

3.5 Conclusions 

The four thermal parameters of glycine phosphite single crystals have been 

evaluated by photopyroelectric measurements. Correlation between crystal structure 

of GPI explains the high values of elastic constant along crystallographic b direction 

and smaller values along the a and c axes. The variation of these thermal parmeters 

across the phase transition temperature reveals an order-disorder type paraelectric to 

ferroelectric phase transition at 224 K. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Thermal properties of Thiourea studied 

using photopyroelectric technique 

4.1 Introduction 

Structural phase transitions through incommensurate (INC) phase regions have been 

of great interest to condensed matter physicists. The ferroelectric crystals. which are 

known to exhibit incommensurate phase transitions, include ammonium 

fluroberrylate [1], potassium selenate [2], sodium nitrite [3], thiourea [4] etc. 

Thiourea, with the chemical formula SC(NH2)2 undergoes successive phase 

transitions at 169 K (T1), 176 K (T2), 180 K (T3) and 202 K (T4). Among the five 

phases (called I, 11, Ill, IV and V) in the order of increasing temperature. two of 

them (I and III) are ferroelectric and a superlattice structure appears in the 11, III and 

IV phases [5]. A good picture of the successive phase transitions in thiourea can be 

obtained from Table 4.1 as well as in Fig. (4.1). The crystal structure in the room 

temperature phase V above T4 is orthorhombic and belongs to the space group 

D~~ - Pbnm with four molecules per unit cell (Z = 4). The phase I below T\ is a 

ferroelectric phase having spontaneous polarization along the b- axis, whose crystal 

structure is also orthorhombic and belongs to the space group C;v - Pb2 1 m with 

four molecules per unit cell (Z = 4). 



· Table 4.1: Successive phases in SC(NH2)2 

Transition 
temperature 

Phase 

:Space group 

Lattice 
constants 

T/ T2 T3 
169 176 180 

J I J Il 1 III J IV 

I Ferroeiectric I I Ferroeiectric I 
P/lb P/lb 

e2
2
, -Pb2 lm 

Commensurate Incommensurate 

a a 
b b 
c -lOc ~ ~ -8c 

i(} T 

~==~========~~:=====r~I:----~ 
I--- '" _ 7 k H z 7", --"LI-Tj--'-I----i 1 
I--- ." 10 V m-i l'~~I~------1 

I I'! i J 

r'---------------________ ~~'-------~I 
: ~ I 

,~ 

; 

,10 ~I --w;--~-~-~::______;.__._~ 
;0 700 HO ,:';0 2.lC 1;0 r< }OO 

1-

T4 
202 (K) 

1 V 

I 
D~:' -Pbnm 

a = 5.52A 
b = 7.66 A 
c = 8.54 A 

rig. 4.1: Susceptibility vs temperature measured by means of a capacitance bridge 

~r phases I to V of thiourea single crystal 
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In the three intermediate phases H, III and IV between T, and T~, Shiozaki 

[6] observed the X-ray reflection and concluded that the crystal has an 

incommensurate structure. According to his analysis, just above T4 the crystal has 

the superstructure with the period along the c-axis about eight times as large as that 

.of phase IV. The period of the super structure increases as temperature decreases. So 

in the vicinity of T" the period is about ten times as large and at T" the crystal 

transforms to the ferroelectric phase I, where the period of the unit cell of the 

prototype is restored. 

In the phase III region between T2 and T3, the crystal also shows weak 

ferroelectricity, but this weak ferroelectricity has been disregarded in most of the 

earlier works [7-10], and the phases H, III and IV are treated as if they were a single 

incommensurate phase. Thus the successive phase transitions of SC(NH2)2 can be 

regarded as a normal example of incommensurate successive phase transition 

sequence, that is to say, a transition from a prototype to an incommensurate phase 

and then a second transition from the incommensurate phase to the final 

commensurate phase. 

A schematic projection of the (001) plane of the paraelectric phase V is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. The molecules are designated by solid lines that lie above than 

those designated by thin lines by el2 [11]. In the b-direction, there are alternating 

sheets consisting of similar polar molecules having opposite 'average orientations' 

as shown in Fig. 4.2 for the disordered phase (V) where the two systems correspond 

to each other by a symmetry element (n) which disappears in the low temperature 

phase (l). Consequently, the modulated phases can be regarded as two interacting 

sub lattices with proper polarization wave. 
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Fig. 4.2: Projection of the (001) plane of the paraelectric phase (V) 

As for the transition mechanism of SC(NH2)2, Mc Kenzie [9, 10) reported his 

results of neutron diffraction studies. He found no low-lying and temperature 

sensitive phonon branch. and suggested that the mechanism was not of any 

displacive type. On the contray, Delehaigue et al. [12] Chapelle and Benoit [13] 

carried out the Raman scattering measurements of SC(NH2)2 and observed a soft 

mode whose frequency decreases as the transition temperature T~ is approached 

from below, and concluded that the transition mechanism must be of some 

displacive type. Several questions remain unanswered regarding successive phase 

transitions exhibited by thiourea. 

In order to throw more light on the discrepancies in the results already 

reported on thiourea and to understand the nature of anomaly in thermal parameters. 

we have measured thermal diffusivity Ca), thermal effusivity (c), thermal 

conductivity (A.) and heat capacity (cp), during an incommensurate-commensurate 
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phase transition. We have employed the photopyroelectric technique to measure the 

above thermal parameters. Experimental details of the method are already given in 

Chapter 2 of this thesis. Measurements have been done along the three principal 

directions of thiourea and thermal anisotropy observed is discussed in detail. To the 

• best of our knowledge, this is the first report of the measurement of thermal 

, transport during incommensurate phase transitions in crystals. 

Details of the sample preparation, measurement technique, results obtained 

and discussion of the results are given in the following sections. 

4.2 Sample preparation 

Single crystals of thiourea are grown by the slow evaporation method from methyl 

alcoholic solution at room temperature. Reagents used are equimolar solutions of 

thiourea [NH2 CS NH2] CAR grade) and methanol [CH3 OH] CAR grade). Good 

quality crystals of sizes ~ 30 x 25 x 25 cm3 have been grown over a period of 3 

. weeks. Crystals obtained are colourless and transparent. The crystal axes are 

determined by measuring interfacial angles using a contact goniometer. The 

morphology of the thiourea single crystal has been generated and is shown in 

Fig. 4.3. 

The so obtained crystals are cut with a slow speed diamond wheel saw such 

that they have faces perpendicular to the [100], [010] and [001] directions or the 

crystaUographic a-, b- and c- axes respectively. The samples are carefully polished, 

initially with water and finally with alumina powder to get good surface finish. The 

samples prepared for the photopyroelectric measurements have a thickness of - 0.3 

mm. The density of the sample is measured to be 1.406 g cm -3. A very thin layer of 
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carbon black from a benzene flame has been carefully coated onto the illuminating 

surface of each sample to enhance its optical absorption. 

-----
\ a 

\ 

Fig. 4.3: Crystal morphology of single crystal of thiourea grown in the laboratory 

4.3 Experimental details 

An improved photopyroelectric technique (described in detail in Chapter 2) has been 

used to detennine the thermal parameters of single crystals of thiourea. The 

necessary criterion that needs to be satisfied for such a measurement is that, the 

sample, the pyroelectric detector and the backing should be thermally thick during 

measurements. The sample is illuminated by an intensity-modulated beam of light. 

which gives rise to periodic temperature variations by optical absorption. The 
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Ihennal waves so generated propagate through the sample and are detected by the 

pyroelectric detector. 

A He-Cd laser of (wavelength A = 442nm (KIMMON)) of output power 120 

.mW has been used as the optical heating source. Light from the laser is intensity-

;modulated using a mechanical chopper (SR 540). A polyvinylidene difluoride 

:(pVDF) film of thickness 28/lm is used as the pyroelectric detector. The sample is 

iattached to the pyroelectric detector by means of a thermally thin layer of a 

; compound whose contribution to the signal is negligible. The signal output is 

I 

[measured using a lock-in amplifier (SR 830). The frequency of modulation of the 
I 
r light is kept above 30Hz to ensure that the detector, the sample and the backing 

I 
f medium are thermally thick during measurements. The thermal thickness of the 
t 
i 

f.thiourea samples in these experiments has been verified by plotting the PPE 

amplitude and phase with frequency at different temperatures between room 

temperature and 180 K. The variations along three principal directions are given in 

t figures 4.4(a), 4.4(b), 4.5(a), 4.5(b), 4.6(a) and 4.6(b) respectively. 

Measurements have been carried out illuminating the three cut sample faces 

so that the propagation of the thermal wave is along one of the symmetry axes. 

Measurement of the PPE signal phase and amplitude enable one to determine the 

thermal diffusivity (a) and thermal effusivity (e) [13]. From the measured values of 

'a and e, thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity (cp ) of the sample are 

determined using the relations 

K,(T) = e,,(T ))a,,(T) (4.1 ) 

(T)= eJT) 
c P' .J ' pJT) aJT) 

(4.2) 
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The measurements as a function of temperature have been made at a heating 

rate of approximately 0.5 Kmin -I and data collected in every 1 K interval normally 

I 

: and at closer intervals near the transition point. The temperature is measured with a 

.1 platinum sensor placed close to the sample inside the chamber. Calibration of the 
f I experimental set up has been done prior to carry out the measurements. as described 

i 
I in detail in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
f 
I· 

~ 4.4 Results and discussion 

Figures 4.7(a), 4.7(b), 4.8(a), 4.8(b), 4. 9(a) and 4.9(b) exhibit the variations of PPE 

amplitude and phase along the three principal directions of thiourea single crystal. It 

is seen that both amplitude and phase clearly reflect the three successive phase 

transitions in thiourea. The maximum anomaly is at TI = 169 K, the temperature 

corresponding to which transition to an incommensurate phase takes place, for all 

the three principal directions. The maximum variation is seen along the b-direction_ 

the direction in which the crystal possesses spontaneous polarization. 

Fig. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12 show the variation of thermal diffusivity and thermal 

effusivity with temperature along the a-, b- and c- axis of thiourea single crystal. As 

seen in the figures, thermal diffusivity shows a decrease with temperature, with 

distinct minima at the three phase transition points at TI = 169 K, T3 = 176 K and T:, 

= 202 K, in agreement with the already reported values of transition temperatures. 

Thermal effusivity exhibits an opposite behaviour. It increases with temperature 

with sharp peaks occurring at the transition temperatures. Taking into account the 

various limitations of the measurements, the overall uncertainties in the value of a 

and e are estimated to be ± 1 %. 
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Fig. 4.13 shows the variation of heat capacity of thiourea with temperature. 

As seen in figure, the three transitions get clearly reflected in the temperature 

variation of heat capacity as clear anomalies at the transition points. These heat 

capacity results (in absolute numbers) agree with the result reported by earlier 

workers [14]. As we can see, there is no direction dependence for heat capacity. 

Fig. 4.14 shows the temperature variation of thermal conductivity along the 

three symmetry axes (a, b and c) of thiourea. The thermal conductivity exhibits 

significant anisotropy as is evident from Fig. 4.14. The three transitions get reflected 

in the thermal conductivity variations. The maximum anomaly is seen along the h-

axis. A study of anisotropy in thermal conductivity enables one to dra'vv important 

conclusions regarding the nature of phase transitions and the phenomena associated 

with it. 
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With such an intension, we have plotted the thermal conductivity ellipsoids for 

[the b-c, a-c and a-b planes. As described in detail, in Chapter 3, the characteristic 
, 

~representation ofquadric for thermal conductivity is given by [16] 

(4.3 ) 

;where K'j are the thermal conductivity tensor and n are the direction cosines. 

When we refer to the principal axes, we have 

(4.4) 

Kt. K2 and K3 are always positive and hence this represents the thermal conductivity 

ellipsoid. 

Fig. 4.15(a), 4.15(b) and 4.15(c) show the projection of the thermal 

conductivity quadric lying in the a-b, a-c and b-c planes when viewed along the C-, 

b- and a- axis of the crystal respectively. The thermal conductivity ellipsoid is a 

prolate one both above and below the incommensurate-commensurate phase 

transition temperature for the a-c and b-c planes, whereas for the a-b plane it is 

closer to a spheroid indicating that the values of a- and b- axis thermal 

conductivities have closer values as expected, whereas the c-axis thermal 

conductivity is much smaller. 

The difference between b- and c- axes thermal conductivities can be 

attributed to the orientation dependence of phonon modes present in the crystal. The 

maximum thermal conduction occurs in the direction of predominant covalent 

bonding, which is along the b-axis. The nature of the temperature dependence is 

similar for all the three directions. 
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4.5 Conclusions 

Thermal conductivity anisotropy of single crystals of thiourea has been investigated 

employing photopyroelectric technique. It is seen that the three successive phase 

transitions at TI = 169 K, T2 = 176 K and T4 = 202 K get reflected clearly in the 

thermal parameters as distinct anomalies. Maximum variation in thermal properties 

is along the b-axis, the direction of spontaneous polarization. The anisotropy in 

thermal conductivity can be attributed to the orientation dependence of phonon 

modes present in the crystal. 
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I CHAPTERS 
I 

Thermal properties of LeMO system 

exhibiting M-I transition 

5.1 Introduction 

The mixed valence perovskite manganese oxides Rl-xAxMnOJ (where A = La, Nd. 

Pr and A = Ca, Sr, Ba or Pb) have been the materials of intense experimental and 

theoretical studies over the past few years [1, 2]. The materials show colossal 

magnetoresistance (CMR) in samples with 0.2 < x < 0.5. In such a doping region. the 

resistivity exhibits a peak at a temperature T = Tp, the metal-insulator transition 

temperature. The system is metallic with d p > 0 below Tp and insulating d p < 0 
dT dT 

above Tp. Under an external magnetic field B, p is strongly suppressed and the peak 

position Tp shifts to a higher temperature. Thus, a huge magnetoresistance may be 

produced around Tp to give rise to the CMR phenomenon. It is widely believed that 

the CMR behaviour in these mixed valence oxides is closely related to their 

magnetic properties. This is supported by the fact that Tp is very close to the Curie 

temperature Tc, the transition temperatures from the ferromagnetic to the 

paramagnetic phase. 

Despite intensive investigations on the CMR phenomenon, a number of 

questions still remam unanswered about the nature of the metal-insulator (M-I) 

transition. The manganese oxides are usually modeled by the double exchange 



Hamiltonian [3-5] which describes the exchange of electrons between neighbouring 

Mn3
+ and Mn4

+ ions with strong on-site Hund's coupling. As pointed out by Mills et 

al. [6, 7], however the double exchange model alone doesn't explain the sharp 

change in the resistivity near Te and associated CMR phenomenon. Based on the 

strong electron-phonon coupling in these materials, Mills et al. [6, 7] proposed that 

the M-I transition involves a cross over from a high-T polaron dominated 

magnetically disordered regime to a low-T metallic magnetically ordered regime. On 

the other hand, some authors have argued the possible importance of the quantum 

localization effects caused persumably by the strong magnetic disorder fluctuations 

in the system around and above the magnetic transition. They proposed that the M-I 

transition in CMR materials is the Anderson localization transition - a quantum 

phase transition [8-11] driven by magnetic disorder. So it will be interesting to 

examine the consequences of the Anderson localization theory against experimental 

results obtained on these types of samples. 

In this chapter, we give the photopyroelectric measurements of thermal 

parameters, namely thermal diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal 

conductivity (10 and heat capacity (cp ) of Lao.7Cao.3Mn03.and Lao.8Cao.2MnOJ 

samples and analyze the results to compare with the scaling behaviour expected 

from an Anderson localization transition. Details of sample preparation, 

experimental details, results obtained and a discussion of the results are outlined in 

the following sections. 
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5.2 Sample preparation 

Lao.7caOJMn03 and LaO.gCao.2Mn03 samples were made from the stoichiometric 

mixtures of La203, CaC03 and MnC03 by the ceramic method [12, 13]. The mixture 

was initially heated at 9S0°C for decarbonation and then at 1000°C in air for 72 

hours with six intermediate grindings. The resulting powder was pressed into pellets 

and sintered in air at 1000°C for 24 hours. The so prepared samples have been cut 

.. and polished to the required thickness. The thickness of the samples for the present 

measurements is about O.Smm. 

5.3 Experimental details 

The thermal parameters, thermal diffusivity Ca), thennal effusivity (c), thermal 

conductivity (K) and heat capacity (cp ) of Lao7Cao3Mn03 and LaogCao.zMno3 are 

determined employing an improved photopyroelectric technique, described in detail 

in Chapter 2. In this measurement, a thermally thick pyroelectric detector is attached 

to one side of the sample, which is also thennally thick and the combination is 

mounted on a thermally thick backing medium. Intensity modulated light from a 

120mW He-Cd laser (KIMMON) of wavelength Ii = 442 nm has been used as the 

optical heating source. Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) film of thickness 28 !lm, 

both sides coated with Ni-Cr film is used as the pyroelectric detector. The thermal 

waves so generated propagate through the sample and are detected by the 

pyroelectric detector. The pyroelectric detector is supported on a copper backing 

which is thermally thick. The sample-detector-backing assembly combination has 

been enclosed in a chamber whose temperature can be varied and controlled as 

desired. The signal output is measured using a lock in amplifier (SR 830). The 
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frequency of modulation of the light is kept above 30Hz to ensure that the detector. 

the sample and the backing medium are thermally thick during measurements. The 

thermal thickness of the two samples in this experiment has been verified by plotting 

the PPE amplitude and phase with frequency at different temperatures between room 

temperature and 180 K and are shown in figures 5.1(a), 5.2(b), 5.2(a) and 5.2(b). 

Measurement of the PPE signal phase and amplitude enable one to determine 

the'thermal diffusivity a = Klpcp, p being the density and effusivity e = (Kpc/12 

respectively [14]. From the values of thermal diffusivity and effusivity, thermal 

conductivity and heat capacity are determined using the relations, 

KJT) = eJT )~aJT) (5.1) 

and (T) = eJT) 
CP,I pJT)~aJT) (5.2) 

Densities of the samples are determined usmg Archimedes principle. A 

careful calibration of the experimental setup and procedure has been done prior to 

carry out the measurements, as described in detail in Chapter 2 of the thesis. The 

measurements as a function of temperature have been made at a heating rate of 

approximately 0.5 K/min and data is collected in every 1 K interval normally and at 

closer intervals near the transition points. The temperature is measured using a 

platinum sensor placed close to the sample inside the chamber. 
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I 5.4 Results 

Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) give the temperature variations of PPE amplitude and 

phase of the Lao.7Cao.3Mn03 sample. The PPE amplitude decreases, reaches a 

minimum at T=238K, corresponding to the M-I transition temperature and then 

steadily increases with temperature. The PPE phase increases steadily and at the 

metal-insulator transition temperature, it exhibits a step-like behaviour and thereafter 

increases up to the room temperature. So both PPE amplitude and phase exhibit a 

clear anomaly at T = 238K, the M-I transition temperature. 

Fig. 5.4 shows the variation of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity of 

Lao7CaoJMn03 as a function of temperature. Thermal diffusivity decreases with 

temperature, exhibits a step-like increase at the M-I transition temperature and 

thereafter decreases gradually. Thermal effusivity increases gradually up to the M-I 

transition temperature and then increases rapidly with temperature. At the transition 

poi.nt there is a step-like decrease and then it slowly increases with temperature. 

Fig. 5.5 shows the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of 

Lao7CaoJMn03 with temperature. Thermal conductivity decreases with temperature 

and shows a minimum at T = 238K and thereafter increases steadily with 

temperature. The specific heat capacity variation with temperature is exactly the 

opposite, with a peak exhibited at the M-I transition temperature. 

Fig. 5.6(a) and S.6(b) show the variation of PPE amplitude and phase of 

LaO.gCao2Mn03 sample. The PPE amplitude decreases, as in the previous sample. 

showing a minimum at T = 218K, which corresponds to its metal-insulator transition 

temperature and thereafter increases steadily. The PPE phase exhibits behaviour 

similar to Lao.7Cao3Mn03. Both PPE amplitude and phase variations with 
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f temperature give a clear evidence of M-I transition at T=218 K for Lao.gCao2Mn03 
i 
i. sample . 
. 1. 

Fig. 5.7 gives the variation of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity of 

LaogCao.2Mn03. Fig. 5.8 denote the variation of thermal conductivity and heat 

capacity. The behaviours of thermal parameters are similar to those of 

Lao.7Cao.3Mn03 sample, with the M-I transition temperature being shifted to T = 

21~K for Lao.8Cao.2Mn03 sample. 

5.5 Discussion of results 

The basis for the theoretical understanding of the Mn oxides usually is the notion of 

double exchange (DE) [3-5] that considers the exchange of electrons between 

neighbouring Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites with strong on-site Hund's coupling. Attempts 

based on mean-field treatments of a Kondo lattice model for DE [15] and a 

Hubbard-Kondo lattice model [16] have been suggested to account for the transport 

prQperties of the Mn oxides. However, sharp change in the conductivity near Tc and 

the CMR were not reproduced successfully in these works. Perturbative calculation 

carried out by authors of ref. [17] showed that double exchange (DE) alone could 

not explain the experimental data for Mn oxides and suggested that a strong Jahn-

Teller distortion should be responsible for the thermal transport properties. But 

recently, contray to the above approaches, it was suggested that the localization in 

the DE model based upon non-perturbative treatments might be able to account for 

the novel properties of the Mn oxides. 
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These mixed valence oxides can be considered as solid solutions between 

end members such as LaMnOJ and CaMn03 with formal valence stares 

La3™n3+0/ and Ca2+Mn-l+0/- leading to mixed compounds such as 

(La;:, Ca:+ )(Mn;:x Mn~+ ) °3 • The nominal electronic configurations of Mn3+ and 

Mn4+ are 3cf and 3c:f respectively. For the Mn-oxides, metallic ferromagnetisI11 

occur in the composition range 0.2 < x < 0.5, where it is associated with the 

simultaneous presence of Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions. Each Mn3+ ions has four 3d 

electrons, three in the t2g state and the fourth in the eg state. The Hund's rule 

coupling is very strong and so spins of all the d electrons on a given site must be 

parallel. Three t2g electrons are localized on the Mn site and give rise to a local spin 

S of magnitude 3/2, while the eg electron may hop into the vacant eg states of 

surrounding Mn4+ ions. Due to the strong Hund's rule coupling, the hopping of an eg 

electron between Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites are affected by the relative alignment of the 

local spins, being maximal when the localized spins are parallel and minimal when 

they are antiparallel. 

It is widely accepted that there is a close correlation between the minimum in 

the conductivity and the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition. After analyzing the 

experimental data for these two samples [18] already reported, it is seen that both 

samples are associated with residual resistivity Po = P (T = 0). A high residual 

electrical resistivity appears to be prerequisite to the occurrence of the sharp 

resistivity peak near Te. Since po in the ferromagnetic ground state arises from the 

nonmagnetic randomness rather than spin disorder, the results mentioned above 

suggest that nonmagnetic randomness play a significant role in determining the 

transport and magnetic properties of the Mn oxides. So we can hereby say that the 
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nonmagnetic randomness together with the spm disorder leads to an Anderson 

metal-insulator transjtjon near Tc. from which the anomalous properties of transport 

magnetism of Mn oxides can be well understood. 

Using the well established scaling theory [19], the electronic localization can 

be clearly understood by considering the diagonal disorder and off-diagonal 

disorder. The former is introduced to describe the nonmagnetic randomness and the 

I . 

, latter comes from DE model. The off-diagonal disorder alone can only localize a 

small fraction of electron states close to the band edges but fails to cause the 

; localization of the electron states at the Fermilevel for intermediate hole doping. So 

. in the presence of a suitable strength of non magnetic disorder, the spin disorder 

frozen in at the FM-PM transition will cause the localization of electrons at the 

Fermi level and induce a M-I transition near Te in the doping ran2e 0.2 < x < 0.5. 

To make this point more clear, a theoretical approach has been introduced 

[10,11]. With that. the Hamiltonian used to describe the Mn oxides is 

(7. I ) 
I) ) 

The first term is the Double exchange Hamiltonian of eg electrons, with (, being the 

effective integral between nearest neighbouring Mn sites. It was proposed recently 

that 1,) has the form [9] 

where t is the transfer integral in the absence ofHund's rule coupling and (e,,9,) are 

the polar angles characterizing the orientation of local spin Si. The second term in 

Eq. (7.1) represents an effective onsite disorder Hamiltonian that includes all 
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POSSible diagonal disorder terms, such as the potential fluctuations due to the 

~SUbStitution of La3
+ with Ca2

+. Ci stands for random on-site energies distributed 

.. within the range [- Tji, J~] 

So for a given system, the disorder parameter Wand the Fermienergy EF are 

approximately unchanged, corresponding to a point in the phase diagram of Fig. 5.8. 
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Fig. 5.8: Phase diagram for the La-Ca-Mn-O system 

However, since the spin disorder is temperature dependent, the mobility edge 

varies with temperature. With the system changing from the FM ground state at T = 

o to the PM state at T > re on warming, the mobility edge changes continuously 

from E,{AfJ to EdG). EJMJ represents the mobility edge for the FM state in the 
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I absence of off-diagonal disorder and Ec(M = 0) for the PM state in the presence of 

the off-diagonal disorder. Ms represents the magnetization of completely aligned 

spins. The phase diagram is divided into three regions by the mobility edges EdMJ 

and ElO). If (w, EF) is in region I, the system always exhibits metallic behaviour in 

both the FM and PM states; while if it is in region III, the system exhibits insulator 

like behaviour. For (w, Ed in region II, the system will undergo an Anderson M-I 

transition that is intimately related to the FM-PM phase transition. Such a transition 

is associated with a dip in the electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity. The 

same is observed in our case. So we can conclude by saying that the M-I transition 

in our samples are of'the Anderson type, with Fp lying velY close 10 Ihe Curie 

mperature rc, where the magnetization decreases sharply from M = Ms to Al = O. 

the range of 0.2 < x < 0.5, relatively strong disorder 12f < W < 16.51 is necessary 

make the M-I transition to occur [11]. 

The specific heat capacity versus temperature curves for these 

/lamples give the room temperature values for cp in the range 98-108 Jmor l K'I. 
f 

!Th~se values agree well with the previous high temperature specific heat 

,measurements performed on this class of materials [12-14]. For these samples. we 

r observe a clear anomaly in the specific heat versus temperature curves that marks 

'the onset of long-range magnetic order. The temperature at which these peaks occur 

agree well with the critical temperature determined from other measurements. 

5.6 Conclusions 

Thermal properties of two samples belonging to the LeMO system have been 

studied in detail employing photopyroelectric technique. The samples selected for 
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investigations - L'i(17Cao3Mn03 and LaogCa02Mn03 - are found to exhibit M-I 

transitions. The M-I transition in the samples gets reflected in thermal conductivity 

an4 specific heat capacity data. The observations are explained in terms of the 

existing models for these solids. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Photopyroelechic measurement of thermal 

properties of La-Pb-Mn-O system 

6.1 Introduction 

The colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) behaviour and other properties of some 

oxide materials have drawn extensive scientific and technological interest during the 

last decade. The well-known CMR materials are the mixed valence manganites with 

AB03 type perovskite structure. For example, RI.x Av MnO) (where R is the trivalent 

rare earth element like La, Pr etc. and A is the bivalent alkaline earth metal like Sr. 

Pb, Ca, Ba etc., bdong to this group of samples [1. 2]. The parent compound. 

LaMn03, is a paramagnetic insulator (PMT) sho\'\"ing a phase transition to an 

antiferromagnetic (AFM) phase at about 140K. With the La site doping by the 

above-mentioned alkaline earth metal. the hole doped (0.1 ::; x ::; 0.5) oxide 

perovskites show the ferromagnetic metallic state below the Curie temperature. T,. 

The transition temperature Tp. separating the insulating and metallic phase lies in the 

vicinity of Curie temperature re [I] around which resistivity decreases by several 

orders of magnitude under the application of magnetic field resulting in the CMR 

effect. However, in spite of enthusiastic efforts dedicated to this topic. detailed 

microscopic mechanism responsible for magnetic and transport properties of these 
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oxides is not yet well understood. Though several attempts have been made to

explain the magnetic and other properties considering double exchange (DE)

interaction [3] that renders Mn3
+_02

•-Mn4+ bonds metallic, it has recently been

emphasized that this DE mechanism alone cannot uniquely explain the available

experiment data [4]. In many such samples, DE interaction between MnJ
+ and Mn4



gives rise to the simultaneous presence of ferromagnetisrn and metallic (FMM)

behaviour. In addition to the DE, a strong electron-phonon interaction, giving rise to

Jahn-Teller (H) splitting of the outer d level plays an important role in the transport

mechanism, especially at temperatures near and above rp. One way to monitor the

DE interaction is by the substitution of divalent ions at the R site, leading to the

variation of the ratio C = Mn4
+ I Mn3

+ which might lead to the lattice IT effect due to

the change of La site ion size. Another way is by doping of transition metal ion at

the Mn site, the center for the DE mechanism, which directly influences the DE

interaction and hence the transport and magnetic properties.

Recently the La~Pb-Mn-O type system has been elaborately studied because

of its high magnet ordering temperature (around room temperature). Like Mn,

Chromium (Cr) also exists in two valence states, Cr2
+ and Cr3+. Since the electronic

configurations of Cr3+ and Mn4
+ are identical, there is a possibility of substitution of

Mn by Cr. Recently Barnabe et al., [S] have shown that among various doping

elements, Cr was the most efficient one to induce metal insulator transition (MIT) in

LaosCao.sMnl-xAx03. For the Cr doped system, the average A site cationic radius

« r A » is smaller than (- I.I4 A) that of the corresponding undoped system

(- .I .19 A). It is well established that antiferromagnetic (AFM) ordering becomes
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stronger as < r A > decreases, so that doping level at the B site (here Mn), depending 

on x, must be increased to counter balance the effect. 

In this chapter we have studied the thermal properties, viz; thermal 

diffusivity (a), thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat capacity (cp ) 

of three samples, belonging to La-Pb-Mn-O system, employing the 

photopyroelectric technique. The samples selected for investigations are 

LaosPbo.5Mn03, Lao5Pbo.5Mno.s5Cro.1503 (to study the effect of the partial 

substitution of Mn by Cr on the transport properties of the La-Pb-Mn-O system) and 

Lao.7Pbo.3Mn03 + 2.5 wt. % Ag (to analyze the effect of Ag on the thermal 

conductivity of La-Pb-Mn-O system). The work done in this chapter is on sintered 

bulk samples. In the following sections, we describe in detail sample preparation. 

experimental details and discuss the results obtained. 

6.2 Sample preparation 

The samples for the present investigations have been prepared under almost identical 

thermodynamical conditions by solid-state reaction technique. To prepare 

Lao.sPbosMn03, high purity (each of purity 99.99%) La203, PbO and Mn02 with 

appropriate stoichiometric proportions have been mixed and ground. The well

mixed oxides are then pre-heated around 250°C for 5 hours in air. The pre-heated 

samples have been re-ground and sintered at 900°C for 48 hours with intermediate 

grindings. Finally, the powdered samples have been pressed into pellets which are 

again annealed at 900°C for 24 hours and then slowly furnace cooled. 
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Bulk samples of Lao.sPbosMno.85CrO.1503 are prepared by standard sold state 

reaction method with stoichiometric amount La2(C03)3, PbO, Mn(C2HJ0 2) and 

Cr203, each of purity 99.99% as the starting materials. The samples have been 

characterized by X-ray diffraction with CuKa (A = 1.541 A) radiation. 

The so prepared samples have been cut, polished and the samples for the 

photopyroelectric measurements are made to have a thickness of :::: 0.5mm. An 

improved photopyroelectric has been used to determine the thermal parameters and 

the details of the experimental set up ad measurement procedure are given in 

Chapter 2 and subsequent chapters of this thesis. 

6.3 Experimental details 

A 120m W He-Cd laser of wavelength 2 = 442nrn has been used as the optical 

heating source and its intensity has been modulated using a mechanical chopper 

(Model SR540). A PVDF film of thickness 28Jlm, both sides coated with Ni-Cr. is 

used as the pyroelectric detector having a pyroelectric coefficient of P = 0.25 xl O·R 

Vcm-1K-1. The signal output is measured using a lock-in amplifier (SR 830). The 

frequency of modulation of the light is kept above 30Hz to ensure that the detector. 

the sample and the backing medium are thermally thick during measurements. The 

thermal thickness of the three samples have been verified by plotting the PPE 

amplitude and phase with frequency at different temperatures between room 

temperature and 180K. These are given in figures 6.1(a), 6.1(b), 6.2(a), 6.2(b) 6.3(a) 

and 6.3(b) for the three samples. 
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Measurement of the PPE signal phase and amplitude enable one to determine 

thermal diffusivity, a = K /PCP' P being the density and effusivity e = (K/Xp)ll!. 

respectively [16]. From the measured values of a and e, K and cp of the samples are 

determined, once density p is known. Density of these samples is measured using 

Archimedes principle. The calibration of the experimental set up that has been done 

prior to carry out the measurements is described in detail in Chapter 2 of the thesis 

[7] .. Measurements as a function of temperature have been made at a heating rate of 

approximately 0.5 Klmin and data are collected in every 1 K interval normally and at 

closer intervals near the M-I transition temperature. The temperature is measured 

with a platinum sensor placed close to the chamber. 

6.4 Results 

Figures 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) show the variation of PPE amplitude and phase with 

temperature of Lao.5Pbo.5Mn03 sample. The PPE amplitude decreases with 

temperature, reaches a minimum at T ~ 276K and then increases with temperature. 

The PPE phase decreases with temperatures normally and exhibits a step like 

behaviour at T ~ 276K, corresponding to the metal-insulator transition temperature. 

The M-I transition is clearly reflected in both PPE amplitude and phase variations 

with temperature. Fig. 6.5 gives the variation of thermal diffusivity (a) and thermal 

effusivity (e) of Lao.5Pbo.5Mn03 sample with temperature. Since thermal diffusivity 

is dependent only on PPE phase, the variation of thermal diffusivity has almost a 

constant value up to the transition and thereafter steadily decreases up to room 

ten1perature. Fig. 6.6 exhibits the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity 

with temperature. 
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The behaviour of thermal conductivity and heat capacity are almost identical. 

exhibiting a peak at the transition temperature and thereafter decreases with 

temperature. 

Figures 6.7(a) and 6. 7(b) show the variations of PPE amplitude and phase 

with temperature of LaosPbosMno.85CrO.IS03 The variations of PPE amplitude and 

phase are similar to the former case, showing a clear anomaly at T=256K, the metal

insulator transition temperature. Fig. 6.8 denotes the variation of thermal diffusivity 

(a) and effusivity (e) of Lao.sPbo.5Mno.85Cro.ls03 sample. It is seen that the M-I 

transition temperatures has been shifted to lower temperatures due to Cr doping. 

Fig. 6.9 shows the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity with 

temperature. The behaviours of K and cp follow the same variation as in the former 

case, with the transition temperature shifting to a lower value. 

Now in order to analyze the effect of Ag doping on the thermal conductivity 

of La-Pb-Mn-O system, we have studied the thermal parameters of Lao7Pbo3Mn03 

+ 2.5 \vt. % Ag. Figures 6.10(a) and 6.1 O(b) show the variations of PPE amplitude 

and phase with temperature. There is a clear anomaly at the M-I transition 

temperature, T=262K, in this case. Fig. 6.11 shows the variation of thermal 

diffusivity (a) and thermal effusivity (e) of the Lao7Pbo3Mn03 + 2.5 wt % Ag. The 

variation is similar to the former two cases. Fig. 6.12 depicts the variation of thermal 

conductivity and heat capacity of this sample with temperature. 
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6.5 Discussion of the results 

The observed peaks in thermal conductivities of three samples are explained as 

follows. The parent compound LaMn03 is an antiferromagnetic insulator where ~1n 

IOns are in the Mn3+ state. However, when doped with divalent ions (here Pb). 

contains both Mn3+ and Mn4+ ions. These ionic states fluctuate due to electron 

transfer between them. As a result of this electron transfer, antiferromagnetically 

ordered spin cants and both magnetization and conductivity appears simultaneously. 

Since the magnetic susceptibility of the sample arises mostly due to the presence of 

Mn4+ ions, from the nature of the susceptibility data one can have an idea about the 

nU/'nber of Mn4+ ions. Mc. Gurie et al. [8] have shown that high p (resistivity) \"aJue 

is an evidence of weak double exchange because of low Mn4+ concentration. This 

has been verified in ref. [9], where the susceptibility value of La-Pb-Mn-O system is 

lower for sample showing high resistivity with relatively low Mn4+ concentration. 

For the Mn oxides, metallic ferromagnetism occurs in the composition range 

0.2 < x < 0.5, where it is associated with the simultaneous presence of Mn3- and 

Mn4-. ions. Each Mn3
+ ion has four 3d electrons, three in the 12g state, and fourth in 

the eg state. The Hund's rule coupling is very strong so that spins of all the d 

electrons on a given site must be paralleL Three 12g electrons are localized on the \1n 

site and give rise to a local spin S of magnitude 3/2, while the cg electron may hop 

into the vacant cg states of corresponding Mn4+ ions. Owing to the strong Hund's 

rule coupling, the hoping of an eg electron between Mn3+ and Mn4+ sites is affected 

by the relative alignment of local spins, being maximal when the localized spins are 

parallel and minimal when they are antiparallel. The sharp increase in conductivity 

near M-I transition can be attributed to the fact that an increase in the magnetization 
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M upon cooling should reduce spin disorder scattering and this increases the carrier 

conductivity, consequently increasing thermal conductivity. 

As pointed out by Mills et aI., [10, 11] however the double exchange model 

alone can't explain the sharp increase in the conductivity near Te and associated 

CMR phenomenon. Based on the strong electron-phonon coupling in these 

materials, Mills et al., [10, 11] proposed that the M-I transition involves a cross over 

from a high-T polaron dominated magnetically disordered regime to a low-T 

metallic magnetically ordered regime. On the other hand, some have argued the 

possible importance of the quantum localization effect caused presumably by the 

strong magnetic disorder fluctuations in the system around and above the magnetic 

transition and proposed that the M-I transition in the CMR materials is the Anderson 

localization transition - a quantum phase transition driven by magnetic disorder [12-

15]. 

To make the discussion more concrete, let us consider a model discussed in 

Ref. 14 and 15 to describe the possible Anderson transition in Mn oxides. 

(6.1 ) 
I J j 

Here. the first term is the double exchange Hamiltonian II1 which 

hopping integral in the absence of the Hund' s coupling and the polar angles (0" 1jJ,) 

characterizing the orientation of local spin s,. The second term in Eq. (6.1) 

represents an effective onsite disorder Hamiltonian (which should lead to the M-I 

Anderson transition in the model), such as the local potential fluctuations due to the 

substitution of R3
+ and A 2+. Here C; stand for random on-site energies distributed 
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within the range [-~ . ~]. For a given composition, the diagonal disorder. 

namely, {£, }or W, is fixed, but the bandwidth is controlled by the double exchange 

hopping integral. Therefore the effective strength of the disorder is determined by 

I'. Experimentally the disorder strength may be tuned by introducing an external 

magnetic field Band 1 or by changing the temperature T. As magnetic field [J 

increases, the magnetic ions tend to align along the same direction so that the 

magnitude of I' and hence the bandwidth, increases. As T is lowered below Tc, there 

is spontaneous polarization that can also increase the bandwidth to reduce the 

disorder strength, causmg an ll1crease of thermal conductivity around the M-I 

transition temperature. 

To ana1yze the effect of Cr doping, we have studied the variations of thermal 

parameters of LaosPbo.sMno.8sCro.ls03 sample. The present result in the Double 

Exchange (DE) 'framework suggests that Cr3+ must be partially ferromagnetically 

coupled to the Mn3+ and Mn4+ species. The doped Cr is a neighbour of Mn in the 

periodic table and it is generally believed that in the manganese oxides with 

perovskite structure, these elements exist in the form of Cr3+, and Mn3+ and Mn.J~ 

[16]. Their electronic configurations are Cr3: l;g (S = 3/2), Mn3+ : l;g < (S = 2) and 

Mn4+: l;g (S = 3/2), among which only the < electron of Mn3+ is electronically 

active. The ionic radii of Cr3
+, Mn3

+ and Mn4+ are 0.615, 0.645 and 0.531 A 

respectively [17]. Due to the nearly same ionic radius, the doped Cr ions replace 

Mn3
+ in the form Cr3+. Cr3+ has the same electronic configuration (I;, ) as Mn-1+ and 

-~ 

hence there should be FM double exchange (FM DE) interaction between Mn3
.,. and 

Cr3
+ just as that between Mn3

+ and Mn4+. It is evident that the presence of er3 in the 
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MnJ
+_ 0"- Mn4

+ network disturbs the lattice (increase of electron-phonon

interaction) favouring the formation of polarons and hopping occurs between the

different valence states of Mn in the insulating phase.

Several recent studies have suggested that the nature of the charge carriers

responsible for transport in such systems above Tp is localized [10, 18-22]. The

charge localization leads to a temperature dependence of thermal conductivity which

can be described by two different aspects viz. charge localization due to lattice

distortion (small polaron formation) and variable range hopping yia coulomb gap.

On the other hand. in low temperature phase, where the ordering of the carriers.

takes place in the Mn network, favouring electron hopping from MnJ
+ to Mn4

+ sites

leading to the FMM state due to double exchange. Hence with Cr doping in the La

Pb-Mn-O system, MnJ
+ I MnH ratio decreases (as CrJ+ acts as Mn4

+) . But, since the

CrJ+_ MnJ
+ FMDE interaction is smaller than that of MnJ+_ Mn4

+ [23]. The effective

FMDE interaction becomes weaker with Cr doping. resulting in a gradual decrease

of Tp with increasing Cr concentration. This is verified with our measurements. with

Tp shifting to 256K for this sample.

For the Lal17PboJMnOJ + 2.5 wt. % Ag, it is seen that the variation of

thermal conductivity and heat capacity follow the same pattern as the former two

cases except for the transition temperature value. But the value of the thermal

conductivity is significantly higher than the other two systems, giving an evidence of

the increase in carrier concentration to Ag doping.

The specific heat capacity versus temperature curves for these three samples

give the room temperature values for cp in the range 98-108 J mor l x'. These

values agree well with the previous high temperature specific heat measurements
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performed on this class of materials [24-26] and with Dulong and Petit's law for a 

system made up of molecules containing five atoms including three light oxygen 

atoms. [26]. For these samples, we observe a clear anomaly in the specific heat 

versus temperature curve that mark the onset of long-range magnetic order. The 

temperature at which these peaks occur agree well with the critical temperature 

determined from other measurements. 

6.6 Conclusions 

Thermal properties of La-Pb-Mn-O system have been studied employing 

photopyroelectric technique. Thermal parameters of samples, namely 

LaosPbo.sMn03, Lao.s Pbo.sMno.ssCrO.lS03 and Lao7Pbo.3Mn03 + 2.5 wt.%Ag. are 

found to reflect metal-insulator transitions at temperatures 276K, 256K and 262K 

respectively. The results obtained are explained in terms of various models. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Thermal properties of L~5Sro5COt-xNix03 

system using PPE technique 

7.1 Introduction 

LaCoOJ and other rare-earth cobaltates are of interest because of the peculiar way 

their magnetic and transport properties change with temperature [1-6]. To explain 

this behaviour. early work on LaCo03 established the existence of a thermally 

induced spin transition from low-spin Co to mostly high spin C03
+ [1]. Since then. 

many investigations have been carried cut in order to elucidate how this spin 

transition takes place and the material evolves from a semiconducting to a metallic 

behaviour as the temperature increases [7-12]. Substitution of Sr2
+ for La3

+ in 

LaCoOJ brings about remarkable changes in the system [13-16]. While the 

LaCoOJ shows high resistivity and antiferromagnetic exchange interactions. the 

Lal_xSrxMnOJ_() materials evolve towards a ferromagnetic intermediate spin state. 

Spin glass (SG) states have been fo·und in a wide variety of systems 

including magnetic insulators or amorphous alloys with certain characteristic 

features-frozen in magnetic moments below some freezing temperature Tj, lack of 

periodic long-range magnetic order and magnetic relaxation over macroscopic time 

scales below Tj where there are changes of magnetic field. A modified version of 

the SG system. termed "cluster glass" (CG) can be considered to be a set of clusters_ 

formed by short range ordering at some temperatures near the Curie temperature Te. 



Below Tc. the cluster glass system IS expected to show SG-like behaviour \vith 

increased spin density [17. 18]. 

According to the phase diagram suggested for Lal_xSrxCo03 on the basis of 

magnetization measurements. LausSrosCoOJ belongs to the cluster glass phase. in 

this system the double exchange interaction between trivalent and tetravalent cobalt 

spins and exchange interaction between high spin CoH and Calli is considered to be 

ferromagnetic, whereas the super exchange interactions between high spins Co)'" -

C J+ d C 4+ C 4+ . t:' • C III d C J+ d' f't:' . h' . o an 0 - 0 are an111erromagnetlc. 0 an 0 I lers In t elr Sp1l1 

fi . C Ill· • h 6 0 lA d C 3+· 4 2 5 h con IguratlOn. 0 IS 111 t e I~,: e,:' I,: state an 0 10 12,: e J:' T2,: state. T e 

competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions along with 

the randomness lead to the SG states observed for 0 ~ x ~ 0.18. When the 

ferromagnctic exchange interactions first overcome the antiferromagnetic one. the 

cluster glass phase appears with short range ferromagnetic ordering for 0.18 ~ x ~ 

0.50 [19]. Anilkumar el af. [20) have concluded that the cluster glass like magnetic 

properties of Lao.sSrosMn03 originate from its magneto crystalline anisotropy and 

the compound is a long-range ordered ferromagnet. Caeiuffo cl (If. [21] have very 

reccntly reported that long-range ferromagnetic order between cluster is realized 

evcn for Sr doping as low as x == 0.10 and the transition to a spin glass state is 

observed only for x ~ 0.1. They have observed identical Tc for all compositions in 

the range 0.1 ~ x ~ 0.30. contray to the previous reports that Tc varies with x in 

The spin transitions in cobalt pervoskites induced by temperature and the 

doping of charge carriers are rather unusual and are as controversial today as when 

they were proposed initially [13. 22]. The ground state electronic spin configuration 
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of Co in its parent compound LaCoOj is the low-spin (LS) v: e~) state. A broad

transition in the magnetic susceptibility observed at - 100 K [6, 10] corresponds to

the thermal activation of an excited state which could be either a high spin (HS)

(I;" e~) or an intermediate spin (IS) (I;" <) configuration. Several studies have

provided evidence to support one transition type over the other but the issue still

remains unsolved [3. 6-10] with the majority of new results pointing towards the

sequence of LS-IS-HS with increasing temperature.

With doping, one observes a similar evolution in the magnetic and transport

properties of Lal_xSr,CoOj as In the manganites [23, 24]. The competing

mechanisms for activation, driven thermally and / or doping, result in the

establishment of ferromagnetic Co-Co coupling through the creation of either IS or

HS states. The fact that the cobalt perovskites do not exhibit colossal

magnetoresistance (CMR) in spite of their high metallic conductivity suggests that

fundamental differences in the strength of the spin to change and lattice coupling

between the two systems exist [25].

In this chapter, we present the results of our investigations on the thermal

properties of LaosSro;CoOj system employing the photopyroelectric technique

already described. We have also taken seven samples of Lao;Sro;Co1.xNi,.Oj with x

= 0.0.0.1.0.2.0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6. to investigate the variation of thermal properties of

Lao;SrosCoOj upon Ni doping. Even though LaNiO j and LaNil_xCoxOj have been

studied in detail by several earlier workers [26-28]. the system Lao;Sro;Co l_xNi,03

has been studied for the very first time. Attempts have been made to explain

variation of thermal properties upon Ni doping on the basis of existing models.
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In the following subsections. we give details of sample preparation. experimental

technique used and results obtained. A detailed discussion of the results is given at

the end of the chapter.

7.2 Sample preparation

The sample LaosSrosCo03 was prepared by the high temperature ceramic method as

reported earlier [13. 29]. Appropriate molar ratios of LaZ03. which has been

preheated at 1000 "e. cobalt oxide C030~ and SrC03 are thoroughly mixed and ball

mixed for 24 hours. The powder is dried and then calcined at 1000 -c for 4 hours.

The calcined powder is ground well in an agate mortar. The fine powder so obtained

is pressed into pellets of thickness 1 mm and 10 mm diameter under a pressure of

about 150 MPa. The so obtained sample is cut, polished and the thickness is made to

'" 0.5mm for the photopyroelectric measurements.

The samples of LaosSrosCol_xNix03 have been prepared by taking

appropriate molar ratios of NiO. along with earlier constituents. The samples have

been prepared by the high temperature ceramic method as already described. The so

prepared samples are made to a thickness of '" 0.5mm for photopyroelectric

measurements.

7.3 Experimental details

The improved photopyroelectric technique has been used to determine the thermal

parameters of the samples. The details of the experimental set up have already been

described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. A 120 mW He-Cd laser of wavelength J. =

442nm has been used as the optical heating source and the intensity modulation is
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done by a mechanical chopper (SR540). A PVDF film of thickness 2811m, with Ni

Cr coating on both sides, is used as the pyroelectirc detector. with a pyroelectirc 

coefficient P = 0.25 X 10'8 Vcm'IK'I. The output signal is measured using a lock-in 

amplifier (SR830). Modulation frequency is kept above 40Hz to ensure that the 

detector, the sample and the backing medium are thermally thick during 

measurements. The thennal thickness of LaO.5Sr05Co03 and Lao.sSro5Coo6Nio-103 

samples has been verified by plotting the PPE amplitude and phase with frequency 

at different temperatures between room temperature and 180 K and are given in 

figures 7.1 (a) - 7.2(b) respectively. 

Measurement of the PPE signal phase and amplitude enable one to determine 

thermal diffusivity a = k/pc", p being the density and effusivity e = ~kcl'p 

respectively [30]. From the measured values of a and e. K and cp of the samples are 

determined. knowing density p. Density of the samples is measured using 

Archimedes principle. The calibration of the experimental set up has been done prior 

to carry out the measurements as described in detail in Chapter 2 of the thesis. 

Measurements as a function of temperature have been made at a heating rate of 

approximately 0.5K1min and data collected in every 1 K interval normally and at 

closer intervals near the M-I transition temperature. The temperature is measured 

with a platinum sensor placed close to the sample inside the measurement chamber. 
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7.4 Results 

Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) show the variation of PPE amplitude and phase with 

temperature for the La05Sr05COO) sample. It IS seen that the PPE amplitude 

decreases monotonically with temperature, unlike the cases described in chapters 5 

and 6. The PPE phase also behaves in a similar manner, with a gradual decrease in 

its value with temperature. No anomaly is observed in either the PPE amplitude or 

phase as the temperature is varied from room temperature to ~ 150 K. 

Fig. 7.4 shows the variation of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity of 

Lao 5Sr05CoO) sample with temperature. It is seen that thermal diffusivity shows a 

gradual decrease, with no anomaly at any of the temperatures. Since the thermal 

diffusivity is directly proportional to PPE phase, behaviours of a vs T is almost 

identical to the variations in PPE phase. Thermal effusivity shows a gradual increase 

from 180 K upto room temperature. The behaviour of these two parameters is an 

indication that no M-I transition occurs for the LaO.5SrO.5Co03 sample, with the 

system showing pure metallic behaviour throughout the scanned temperature range. 

Fig.7.S shows the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of 

La05Sr05CoOJ sample with temperature. It is seen that thermal conductivity shows a 

pattern similar to thermal diffusivity variation, whereas heat capacity increases with 

temperature. Thermal conductivity variation with temperature highlights the metallic 

nature of La05Sr05CoOJ sample with no M-I transition seen between 180 K and 

300 K. 
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Now to highlight the effect of Ni doping on LaosSrOSCo03 system we have 

measured the thermal parameters of Ni doped Lao.5Sro.5Col-xNi\,03 system with x = 

0.0. O. I. 0.2. 0.4. 0.5. 0.6. Fig. 7.6 shows the variation of thermal diffusivity and 

thermal effusivity with Ni concentration. It is seen that up to 0.6 %. thermal 

diffusivity increases monotonically with Ni content, showing that Ni doped 

LaOSSr05Co03 system shows a metallic nature up to 0.6 % of Ni. Thermal effusivity 

Increases more rapidly up to 0.4 % and thereafter shows a slight decrease in its 

value. 

Fig. 7.7 shows the variation of density with Ni concentration. It is seen that 

density shows almost a linear variation with Ni content. The maximum error 

expected in the value of density is ~ 1 %. 

Fig. 7.8 shows the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity with 

Ni concentration. Unlike thermal diffusivity. which shows a gradual increase with 

composition. thermal conductivity shows a more rapid increase upto 0.4 % and 

thereafter the value is almost constant for the other two compositions. Heat capacity 

also behaves in a similar manner. These behaviours also suggest the metallic nature 

of Ni doped samples. So composition dependent M-I transition predicted for this 

system is not observed upto 0.6 at. % of Ni. which is in agreement wit earlier similar 

systems. 

Now to analyze the temperature dependent behaviour of Ni doped 

La05SrO.5Co03 system. we have done measurements from 180 K on 0.4 % Ni doped 

LaosSro.,Co03 systems. 
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Fig. 7.9(a) and 7.9(b) exhibit the variation of PPE amplitude and phase with 

temperature for Lao5Sro5Coo6Nio40J sample. As in the earlier case, both PPE 

amplitude and phase do not show any anomaly throughout the temperature range. 

The observed variation follow the pattern seen in La05Sr05COO) sample. 

Fig. 7.10 shows the variation of thermal diffusivity and thermal effusivity 

with temperature. Thermal diffusivity decreases with temperature, similar to the PPE 

phase variation and thermal effusivity increases with temperature. The values of a 

throughout the temperature range has been increased substantially upon Ni doping. 

Thermal effusivity shows an increasing behaviour with temperature. 

Fig. 7.11 shows the variation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of 

this sample. The variations of both K and cp are identical to that of the parent sample 

Lao 5SrO.5CoO). As in the case of a. value of K increases substantially upon Ni 

doping. 
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7.5 Discussion of the results 

The observed variation of thermal parameters in La05Sr05CoOJ can be explained as 

follows. In LaCo03. all the cobalt ions are in the diamagnetic low-spin configuration 

at very low temperatures. The low spin CO" I (/~J.: e~ , IAI ..:) is, however, more stable 

with respect to high spin C03
+ (/;..: e~ ,5 T2..:) by only about 0.05 eV. With increase of 

tcmperature. the CO III ions transform to C03
+. Raccah and Goodenough [14] 

identified a symmetry change from R'3 to R'3 after this ordering and also observed a 

transition due to de localization of the ex electrons (localized at lower temperatures 

at high-spin C03
+ ions) to e/- band electrons at 1210 K. Beyond this ex - (J' 

transition. LaCo03 becomes metallic. 

Substitution of Sr2
+ for La3

+ In LaCo03 leads to high resistivity and 

antiferromagnetic exchange interactions; the Lal.xSrxCo03 materials evolve towards 

a ferromagnetic intermediate spin state with er" electrons. as x increases [22]. 

Bahadur e/ (1/. [31] have reported Mossbauer data supporting the intermcdiatc spin 

state for the fcrromagnetic regions of their samples. According to early literature. thc 

x = 0.5 composition is a good conductor (p < 1 O~ Qcm) and has a mctallic 

temperature coefficient. In addition. it is a ferromagnet. Early studies on 

Lal.xSr,CoOJ led to the suggestion that in the doped samples. paramagnetic La3
-

regions coexist with ferromagnetic Sr2
+ rich clusters in the same crystallographic 

phase. the ferromagnetic component increasing with x. 

The ferromagnetism observed in the system Lal .. ,SrxCo03 could be due to 

one of the following three mechanisms (1) ordering of high spin and low spin 

cations through fcrromagnctic super exchange between them via the intervening 
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oxygen IOn [22. 33] (2) Zener double exchange [33] (3) itinerant-electron 

ferromagnetism [14. 22]. The first mechanism. based on a localized electron model 

due to Anderson. was modified by Goodenough to account for the ferromagnetic 

interactions observed in the system. He showed that if octahedral site magnetic 

cations are located on opposite side of a common anion. they interact 

ferromagnetically if one cation has completely empty eg orbitals and the other was 

half filled eg orbitals. But, later this mechanism was abandoned in favour of the 

itinerant electron ferromagnetism 

As per the phase diagram for Lal.,SL,C003. shown in Fig. 7.14. suggested by 

Goodenough. Lao sSrOSCo03 belongs to the cluster glass phase. In this system. the 

double exchange between the trivalent and tetravalent cobalt spins and the exchange 

. . b h' h . C.j+ d I . C III . 'd d b ll1tcractlOn etween Ig spm 0 an ow spm 0 IS cons I ere to e 

ferromagnetic whereas the super exchange interactions between high spin (CoJ 
... -

CoJ
+. Co.t+ -Co .t+) are antiferromagnetic. The competition between the ferromagnetic 

and antiferromagnetic interactions along with the randomness lead to SG states 

observed for 0 s x S 0.18 - when the ferromagnetic exchange interactions just 

overcome the antiferromagnetic one. the cluster glass phase appears with short range 

ferromagnetic ordering (0.18 s x s 0.5) [22]. 

In addition to the difference between the field dependences of 

magnetoresistance. doped cobaltates and manganates have other important 

differences. One noteworthy difference is between their zero-field resistivities. In 

the manganate system Lal.xArMn03, the resistivity is activated in the paramagnetic 

state (i.e .. for T> Te, dpldT < 0) and as T is decreases it shows a peak at T == Tc. and 

for T < To P shows metallic behaviour (i.e., dpldT> 0). This peak in p is taken as a 
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Fig. 7.14: Phase diagram of Lal_xSr~Co03 system 

signature of an insulator-metal transition. In the cobaltate system. no such peak is 

seen in p as a function of T. implying that there is no temperature-driven insulator-

metal transition in the system. In this system the insulator-to-metal transition is 

brought about by changing the composition and occurs when the system is already 

ferromagnetic as well as metallic due to the mixed valency of the transition 

properties. The main difference is likely to arise from the electronic / spin structure 

and the coupling of the lattice distortions to the SpinS. Mn~+ has 
; (I 

a ,~, e, 

configuration. while Co~+ in the high-spin state has a ,;!: e~ configuration. Thc 

existence of empty eR orbitals in Co-l+ may be responsible for the qualitativc 

difference in the electronic transport behaviour. 
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The effect of Co doping on the La-Ni-O system has been studied in detail hy 

earlier workers. Thermal and electric properties of LaNi l-xCO,.o3 have been dealt 

with in detail in ref. [26]. It is seen that while LaNi03 is metallic. LaCo03 IS an 

insulator. C03
+ is in the low-spin state (/~" .e~) at low enough temperature (T < 

200K). the conduction band 0" band formed by the eg state and oxygen p-orbitals is 

empty and the 12g band is full. At higher temperatures, T > 200 K, the Co ion 

undergoes a transition to a high-spin state I;" e ~ ; which populates the 0" band and 

the conductivity increases. [26]. The substitution of Co also introduces disorder 

because of the difference in the 3d levels [E3u(Co) - £3c1(Ni) ~ leV]. Most prohahly. 

the M-I transition in this material occurs in the 0" band. Previous studies on 

LaNi l_xCOx03 have shown that as x is increased, dCJIdT (at room temperature) 

changes sign for x =0.4, which corresponds to n == 1022 I cm3
. This electron 

concentration is estimated from the assumption that each Ni3+ contributes one 

electron to the conduction band. 

The results we obtained on thermal conductivity also have similar pattern. 

with the thermal conductivity increasing up to x = 0.6 (corresponding to Co 

concentration of 0.4). suggesting that Ni doping introduces disorder in the system 

causing as increase in the thermal conductivity. 

7.6 Conclusions 

Thermal parameters VIZ.. thermal conductivity, thermal diffusivity. thermal 

effusivity and heat capacity of La{J5Sr05Co03 have been measured between 180 K 

and 300 K. It is seen that the system is metallic throughout the temperature range 

and we can say that no temperature dependent M-I transition is observed. To analyzc 
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the effect of Ni doping on of Lau sSrOsCoO), we have measured composition 

dependent variations of a. e. K and cp. The thermal conductivity is found to increase 

with Ni content. We have also measured the temperature dependence of thermal 

conductivity and heat capacity on LausSrosCoo6Ni(j-lO] sample. As in the former 

case. this system also does not exhibit any temperature dependent M-I transition. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Summary and Conclusions 

A complete characterization of thermal properties of a material reqUires the 

determination of thermal properties such as thermal diffusivity, thermal effusivity. 

thermal conductivity and heat capacity. Simultaneous determination of thermal 

conductivity and heat capacity, as a function of temperature would be highly 

informative since it would allow studies of critical behaviours of thermal parameters 

when the material undergoes a phase transition. The overall aim of the work 

presented in this thesis is to present the photopyroelectric spectroscopy as an ideal 

technique for the thermal characterization of samples near solid-state phase 

transitions. 

The photopyroelectric (PPE) technique involves measurements of the 

temperature increase of a sample due to the absorption of radiation by placing a 

pyroelectric detector in thermal contact with the sample. The photopyroelectric 

effect has a number of advantages over other temperature detection techniques, such 

as its extreme simplicity, good sensitivity and non-destructive probing ability. PPE 

spectroscopy is less complex and less expensive than photoacoustic and 

photothermal deflection spectroscopies. In PPE measurements, the sample is heated 

by a modulated light beam on one side and a pyroelectric detector detects the 

temperature oscillations on the opposite side of the sample. 

This thesis presents in detail. the theoretical developments and calculations 

which are used for the simultaneous determination of thermal parameters, namely 



thermal diffusivity (a). thermal effusivity (e), thermal conductivity (K) and heat 

capacity (c r ) employing photopyroelectric technique. In our calculations. we have 

assumed that the pyroelectric detector is supported on a copper backing. so that there 

will be sufficient heat exchange between the heated pyroelectric detector and the 

backing so that the signal fluctuations are reduced to a minimum. Since the PPE 

signal depends on the properties of the detector that are also temperature dependent. 

a careful temperature calibration of the system need to be carried out. APPE cell has 

been fabricated for the measurements that can be used to measure the thermal 

properties of solid samples from ~ 90 K to ~ 350 K. The cell has been calibrated 

using standard samples and the accuracy of the technique is found to be of the order 

of± 1%. 

In this thesis, we have taken up work n photopyroelectric investigation of 

thermal parameters of ferroelectric crystals such as Glycine phosphite 

(NH3CH2COOH3P03), Triglycine sulfate and Thiourea as well as mixed valence 

perovskites samples such as Lead doped Lanthanum Manganate (Lal_xPb~Mn03) 

Calcium doped (Lal_xCaxMnOJ) and Nickel doped Lanthanum Stroncium Cobaltate 

(Lao~Sro5Ni,Col_x03).The three ferroelectric crystals are prepared by the slow 

evaporation technique and the mixed valence perovskites by solid state reaction 

technique. 

Mixed valence perovskites, with the general formula RI_xA~Mn03 (R = La. 

Nd or Pr and A = Ba, Ca, Sr or Pb) have been materials of intense experimental and 

theoretical studies over the past few years. These materials show . colossal 

magneloresis/ance' (CMR) in samples with 0.2 < x < 0.5 in such a doping region, 

resistivity exhibits a peak at T = T p' the metal - insulator transition temperature. The 



system exhibits metallic characteristics with d %T > Oabove Tp (wherep is the 

resistivity) and insulating characteristics with d % T < 0 above T p. Despite 

intensive investigations on the CMR phenomena and associated electrical properties. 

not much work has been done on the variation of thermal properties of these 

samples. We have been quite successful in finding out the nature of anomaly 

associated with thermal properties when the sample undergoes M-I transition. 

The ferroelectric crystal showing para-ferroelectric phase transitions -

Glycine phosphite. Thiourea and Triglycine sulfate - are studied in detail in order to 

see how well the PPE technique enables one to measure the thermal parameters 

during phase transitions. It is seen that the phase transition gets clearly reflected in 

the variation of thermal parameters. The anisotropy in thermal transport along 

different crystallographic directions are explained in terms of the elastic anisotropy 

and lattice contribution to the thermal conductivity. Interesting new results have 

been obtained on the above samples and are presented in three different chapters of 

the thesis. 

In summary. we have carried investigations of the variations of the thermal 

parameters during phase transitions employing photopyroelectric technique. The 

results obtained on different systems are important not only in understanding the 

physics behind the transitions but also in establishing the potentiality of the PPE 

tool. The full potential of PPE technique for the investigation of optical and thermal 

properties of materials still remains to be taken advantage of by workers in this field. 

1R,C, is lot of scope for doing good work to get important results on the th-"""",,!!~ __ 

properties of materials and to do instrumentation development work in the 
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